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A student-run credit union, currently
in the organizational stage, may be
operating on a limited scale on the
Georgetown campus by as early as
next March. The credit union would
offer savings and checking accounts at
interest rates above those of commercial banks, as well as offering a loan
program with lower interest rates than
those in the public sector.
Student Government Vice-president
Len Schoppa and juniors Alyce Russo
and Kyle Stevenson are spearheading
the effort to establish the operation.
The steering committee has completed
in-depth studies of student credit unions at the University of Massachusetts
and the University of Connecticut,
and will model the Georgetown facility
after these enterprises. Currently, they
are in the midst of seeking space on
campus for the credit union.
The ideal location for the credit
union, according to Schoppa, is the.
space in Copley Basement occupied
by Saxa Sundries. “It can easily be
transformed into a secure facility,” he
claims, and “Copley has the added
benefit of not being open for as many
hours a day as Healy Basement.” Upon
Saxa’s relocation to Healy Basement,

the
for
and
Bill

committee will present their case
the space to the Corp, Dean Stott,
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs
Schuerman. “We hope the Corp

will give this new student-run service a
helping hand by supporting our request
for the Saxa space,” states Russo.
A charter must be obtained through
the National Credit Union Association.
According to a press release issued on
November 1, the process could take as
little as 60 days. In addition to the
NCU charter, the credit union must
obtain a charter from the Student
Activities Commission. Although the
precise nature of the relationship between Student Government and the
credit union is yet to be determined,

Schoppa hopes that his contact with
Student Government will facilitate the
SAC funding process and enable the
committee “to get some sort of cooperation from them.” Schoppa intends
to establish a “Credit Union Club”
which would work in conjunction with
the credit union and “channel some of
its SAC funding into the operation.”
The relationshp would be similar to
that of the International Relations Club
and the Georgetown International Relations Association.
The students are working under the
direction and encouragement of University Treasurer George Houston.
Russo and Schoppa approached him
with the idea last spring and found
that Houston was already working on
a similar idea himself. Houston was
interested in the credit union as a
distributor of low-interest parent loans
to supplement the limited Guaranteed
Student Loan Program. Although de-

clining interest rates have decreased
the urgency for such an alternative,
Schoppa hopes to leave room in the
union’s charter for a program of this
type.
The organization will be an independent corporation, run by a Board
of Directors to be elected by the credit
union members. Russo feels “an autonomous body is necessary for the
success of the operation.” Ideally, the
credit union will be staffed with volunteers working within the framework of
an internship program. Schoppa, however, citing the higher tuition of Georgetown over the University of Massachusetts and the University of Connecticut
concedes that it may be necessary to

offer a cash incentive to workers.
' The committee is seeking a “permanent” deposit from the University in
order to give the credit union a stable
base. The U.Conn credit union began
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President of the University Fr Timothy S. Healy, S.J. has announced the
appointment of Dr. Marver H. Bernstein, President of Brandeis University

since 1972, as full-time professor at
the School of Foreign Service. He will
join its faculty in September, 1983,
and will be teaching a course on United
States-Israel relations.
Dr. Bernstein, a native of Minnesota,

received B.A. and M.A. degrees from
the University of Wisconsin in 1940,
and his Ph.D. from Princeton University in 1948. It was at Princeton where
he began teaching politics and public
affairs 36 years ago. From 1969 to 1970
he was a guest scholar at Brookings
Institution.
After 22 years in academic administration,

he

has

held

outstanding

of-

fices, such as: Associate Director of
Princeton’s Woodrow Wilson School
of Foreign Service from 1962 to 1964,

Staff Writer

Ted Gup, award-winning writer for
the Washington Post, will be the instructor of a new journalism course to
be offered at Georgetown this spring.
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tion to Journalism” is being offered for
coming

semester.

According

to

Gup, the course will emphasize “writing and reporting techniques” while
_ also focusing on “story structure, inter-

viewing, and some
ments”.
“I'm simply

Dr.

Paul

Betz,

work

delighted,”

English

the two

facilities.

Teller machine.

:

The current contract with Riggs calls

for the University to do most of their
'banking with Riggs and, in return, the
Bank

agrees

to offer

its services

to

Georgetown students. Schoppa claims
the credit union will benefit Riggs as it
will, “take over the burden of student
accounts so they may attend to their
more affluent customers.”

of it.

with docuremarked

Department
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At 11:30 p.m. last Tuesday, (October 26), Georgetown University junior
Mark Sullivan foiled an attempted
robbery as he walked along Prospect
Street.
Sullivan heard the screams of two
females and ran toward the scene
coming across two suspects. The sus-

Brandeis

President

Marver

Bern-

tion, member of the board of trustees

stein.
grees from the Jewish Theological
Seminary of America in 1975 and from
Northeastern and Duquesne Universi-

at the National Civil Service League
and member of the Presidential Task
Forces on Transportation and on Manpower for State and Local Government. He is currently a member of the

the National Academy of Public Administration and a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
He is the author of: The Job of the

ties, both in 1978. He is a member of

Federal Executive,

The Politics of

Israel and Regulating Business by Independent Commission, and co-author

of American Democracy.

pect shouted “Freeze!” and pointed
“something that looked like a gun” at
Sullivan.
Plainclothes detectives apprehended
one of the suspects shortly after the
incident occured. Sullivan was able to
positively identify him following the
apprehension.

The second suspect escaped, but a
warrant has been issued for his arrest.
Police would not disclose the suspects’ +
name or the name of the victims.
Sullivan is unavailable for comment

until after the suspects’ trial, but he
emphasized, in a letter to the HOYA
(10/29), his concern that females “walk
with a male escort at night. . . whether
from Lauinger, the Pub, or a party,”

and not have a “devil-may-care attitude.” Sullivan wrote, “You (females)

might say the guy will be infuriated to
go out at 3 a.m., but it is a small price
to pay when you consider the altena-

. idea of starting a journalism course
chairman. “Gup is a superb working
. here at Georgetown.
| 32-year-old New Jersey restauranteur
journalist who will provide a chal“I felt that the University was lacking
was shot in the back of the head
lenging class of high academic quality.”
in journalism skills,” explained Kara,
during a robbery in an apartment
Mr. Gup, who had been nominated
who is the recipient of the 1982 Bunn
building at 3252 Prospect St., NW
by the Post for a Pulitzer Prize for his
Award for Excellence in Journalism.
The victim, John M. Gessler of Lamseries of articles entitled “Government
“We've [the journalists] kept on rebertville, N.J., died Monday, October
Out of Control: Contracts”, is the
peating mistakes. We need experience
25, at Georgetown University Hospital.
recipient of the 1981 George Polk
from other working journalists.”
Gessler and five other men were
Award for the above.
returning to his stepbrother’s apartAccording to Bob Woodward, Assis“There is a great deal of demand for
tant Managing Editor for the Washcourses like this,” noted Dr. Betz who
ington Post, “Ted Gup is brilliant at
has worked with Swisher in trying to
analyzing a problem. I don’t know if obtain approval for the course. “We
I've ever known a reporter who has a
wanted to assist in raising the level of
Movies
more highly tuned critical facility or a journalism at the University.”
Fri., Nov. 5, Missing, 9:30 p.m., LA6
greater sense of fairness.”
Mr. Gup, who has worked as a staff
(Med-Dent Bldg.), $2.50/$1.50 w/
One of the main problems encounwriter for the Post since 1978, holds a
tered in trying to establish the course
SEC card.
B.A. in English and Classics from
concerned funding. According to Betz,
Thurs., Nov. 11, Wild Bunch, 8:30
Brandeis University and has received
the final funding source had been
p.m., Reiss 103, $2.00/$1.00 w/ SEC
First Class Honours from Trinity Col“discovered in the last week”. That
card.
lege in Dublin, Ireland.
funding, in conjunction with the final
Gup had been selected for the posiapproval of the course by Fr. Royden
tion at Georgetown from among the
Davis, Dean of the College of Arts and. [Concerts
other applicants because of his outSciences, has made the course a reality.
standing credentials.
“Persistence,” noted Swisher, was
Fri., Nov. 5, NRBQ and The Whole
The introduction of the course into
the crucial element in obtaining the
Wheat Horns. Also, Evan Johns &
the University’s curriculum comes after
course. 'She also added, “Paul (Betz)
the H-Bombs, 9:00 p.m., Hall of Naseveral earlier attempts to re-institute
has been wonderful. He’s been behind
tions, $6.50/$5.00 w/ SEC card.
journalism at Georgetown proved unit one hundred percent.”
Sun., Nov. 7, Georgetown Univer-

successful.

“I can’t believe this has happened,”
exclaimed

a jubilant Kara Swisher, a

junior in SFS who provided the main
impetus for the establishment of the
course.
It was in the fall of 1981 that Swisher,
a HOYA staff writer for the past two
years, approached Dr. Betz of the
English Department concerning the

Riggs 24-hour teller (top); Student Government Vice President Len
Schoppa (left) and University Treasurer George Houston areSoordinating
the student credit union.

tive.”
This event followed two days after a

by Carol Sardinha

the

between

One tentative idea calls for the credit
union to deposit its funds at Riggs in
return for the use of the Automatic

by Benedict Thomas

Journalism Course Debuts At GU
HOYA

symbiosis

Crime Plagues Georgeto wn Area

sociation, the American Institute of
Architects, the U.S. Bureau of the

Dean of the mentioned School from U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council and
of WGBH Educational Foundation’s
1964 to 1969 and finally, President of
Brandeis University, position he has _ board of directors.
Bernstein has earned honorary deoccupied for almost 11 years.

. . it depends on the

goodwill of the bank.” Houston intends
to approach the Riggs board with a
plan. that will allow for a congenial

pect

success with donations.”

Among his numerous and varied interests and activities, we find consulting assignments that include his services to the American Municipal AsBudget, the Brookings Institution, the
Association of the Bar of the City of
New York and the State Comptroller
of Israel.
Bernstein has also held many posts
in the areas of government and public
affairs. He was a budget examiner and
administrative analyst of the U.S. Bureau of the Budget during World War
II. He has been a commissioner to the
Massachusetts State Ethics Commission, director of the Study of Federal
Department Organization for the National Academy of Public Administra-

credit union, but.

All three students cite the experiwith a $20,000 grant from their student
ence which may be gained from work. government. In three and a half years
ing at the credit union to be its most
.it has developed into a $2 million
business. Schoppa claims the George- . exciting and advantageous feature.
Stevenson states, “It will be based on
town credit union will not need this
the Corp ideal of ‘students serving
much money. “Our Student Governstudents.” We will provide the services
ment doesn’t have that much money,
of a credit union, but we'll also give
so we may rely on our early deposits,”
students a first-hand look at investhe added. The specific amount of
ments, loans, and marketing. It’s an
capital needed has not yet been disclosed. In addition to the grant, the
educational experience.”
The biggest obstacle that confronts
U.Conn. credit union received a teller
the committee now is, according to
window and a vault as donations.
Stevenson, “... the organizational asSchoppa hopes to “duplicate their

Brandeis President Joins SES
by Maria Salome Galib

The credit union’s relationship with
the Riggs bank on campus is not yet
established. Schoppa expresses a desire
for Riggs to, “work closely with the

“An

Introduction

to Journalism”,

although not in the course catalogue,
will be posted on the pre-registration
correction sheet. The class wil meet
once weekly on Wednesday nights
from 7:00 to 9:30 p.m. The course,
comprised of one section, is open to
all students as an elective, but will be

limited to 25 in number.

sity Symphony Concert, 5:00 p.m.,
Gaston Hall, $1.00 students.

Sports
Soccer, GU vs. Shippensbury, Sat.
1:00 p.m.

ment when. the gunman walked into
the building behind them and, without warning, fired one shot, hitting
Gessler in the back of the head, according to police reports. The gunman then
demanded money and other valuables

from the group. According to the police

the

robber

fled

with

$34,

two

watches and a wallet.
The District of Columbia police
homicide squad is investigating the
case, but have not arrested nor identified any suspects.
This shooting has revived police interest over the May 12 robbery and fatal shooting of Hector Ravollo on N
Street, just one block away, according
to a Washington Post report. The Post
story (10/26/82) cited a homicide detective as having said similarities exist be-

Last September,

a Superior Court

jury convicted Donald E. Gates, a 30-

year-old Washington man of first degree murder and rape of Georgetown
University student Catherine Schilling
in Rock Creek Park under the Whitehurst Freeway during June of 1981.
Miss Schilling had been taking a
shortcut home from her job as a paralegal aid in a law firm loc~ ed in the
Watergate Office Building when she
was assaulted by Gates. Gates was free
on bond at the time, pending arraignment for another assault at the same

location 19 days earlier.
The Citizens Association of Georgetown will hold a special meeting
November 8 at 8:00 p.m. in Christ
Church Parish Hall 3116 O Street, to

discuss crime in Georgetown.

tween the two cases.

Nuclear Arms Discussed
RE

The schedule of events includes:

Special to the HOYA

Solutions to the nuclear arms race
will be the topic of the second annual
Veteran's Day Convocation held by
the GU Sociology Department on
November 11.
A variety of student clubs will host
events in conjunction with the convocation, which is meant to bring attention to the escalating situation.
On the national level, the Union of
Concerned Scientists, the Lawyers Al-

eo Wed. Nov. 10, “Biology and the
Nuclear Arms Race” with Joe Neale,

GU

Biology Dept.

Reiss 281
e Wed. Nov.

10:15-11:05

10, Film:

a.m.

“Hiroshima

‘and Nagasaki,” 2:00-2:30 p.m. Lau.
134
e Thurs. Nov. 11, the Case of Physicians
for Social
Responsibility,
10:15-11:30 a.m. Reiss 262
e Thurs.

Nov

11, Slide show:

“the.

Anatomy of the Arms Race.” 2:00-3:00
liance for Nuclear Arms Control, Phy- | p.m. WGR 211
¢ Thurs. Nov. 11, “The Immortality
sicians for Social Responsibility, and
of ROTC at Georgetown,” 3:15-4:05
United Campuses to Prevent Nuclear
p.m. Lau 134
War have come together to initiate
e Thurs. Nov. 11, Film: “Gods of
events on over 400 American campuses
Metal,” 4:15-5:30 p.m. WGR 201A
throughout the country.

ON CAMPUS.
Lectures

|

Tues., Nov. 9, CP&P

Tues., Nov. 9, “On Chile and U.S.

Foreign Policy in Latin America,”
with Sergio Bitar, economist and
former Minister of Mines in. the
Chilean government, 8:00 p.m. ICC
107.
Forums

Mon., Nov. 8, “Inflation and Development in Latin America,” presented by Economics Forum. Speaker
will be James Hanson of World
Bank, 8:00 p.m., Copley Formal
Lounge.

Fri., Nov. 5, CP&P Resume Writing
Workshop, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.,

3rd Maguire.
Nov.

Techniques,
Maguire.

* Weds.,

Nov.

10, CP&P

Interview-

ing, 2:00-4:00 p.m., 3rd Maguire.
Thurs., Nov. 11, CP&P Resume
Writing, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.; Prelaw Workshop, 2:00-4:00 p.m.; 3rd
Maguire.
Others

Sun., Nov. 7, Hungarian Exhibit and
Bazaar, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 pam, Hall
of Nations, Free.
Sun., Nov. 7, Student Senate Meet-

Workshops

Mon.,

Interviewing

Workshop, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.;
Deciding Majors and Careers, 2:004:00 p.m.; 3rd Maguire.

nr

by Elizabethanne Suchwala

8, CP&P

2:00-4:00

Job Search

p.m.,

3rd

ing, 8:00 p.m., Healy 106:
Wed., Nov. 10, Byzantine Rite—
Greek Catholic Divine Liturgy, 7:30
p-m., Copley Crypt.
Wed., Nov. 10, African Heritage
Dancers and Drummers, 7:30 p.m.,
Hall of Nations, Free.

or
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Study Abroad Adds F lavor ToGU Education
by Anne Valle Schlafly
HOYA

Staff Writer

To study abroad has become an
interest many Hoyas have taken advantage of over the years and continue to
do so. Georgetown provides the opportunity to study on six different
continents, in a variety of programs.
Students do not necessarily have to
know a foreign language to be able to
participate in programs involving such
countries as the Netherlands and Japan.
Intensive instruction in the language
of the country, except for English
speaking countries, is a given once the
student arrives in the country.
Students who are studying abroad
to further proficiency ini a foreign language, that is by taking non-language
courses in a foreign language, are
required to show proficiency in that
language by passing the Study Abroad
Language Exam, given every October
and February, or by getting at least a
“B” in Composition and Style. Those
students can then go to Fribourg,
Switzerland;

Nice, France;

or Quito,

Ecuador for instruction.
The length of the programs range
‘from the five to six week summer
sessions, to semesters, to a full academic year, usually the junior year. Those
in the

Business

School,

though,

are

encourage to go their sophmore year,

HOYA

disclaims

for

adventurous

Cost for a whole
the $2500 tuition to
University to $9550
includes room and
semester program,

being.
It should be noted that to participate a student must have at least a 3.0
grade point average.

Six arrests have been made in the
last week by Georgetown University

sion from

Protective Services (GUPS) “hopefully

fice; they had neither.

Wall Hangings |

Two males were arrested for soliciting magazine subscriptions, one in New

year ranges from’
go to the Tel Aviv
for Oxford, which
partial board. The
which are only of-

fered in Ecuador, Scotland, Egypt,
Israel,. and Poland, are about half-

price. The summer sessions are even
cheaper, averaging about $2000 for
tuition, room, and board.
The course offered in the foreign

countries

usually

include

the

hu-

The

manities, social and natural sciences,
and, in special instances, economics

twenty

sites,

ISEP

is able

Study

any

responsibility
student's

Abroad

Monday, November

well-

1973, in Santiago,

Chile,

and

author

South and one in Harbin on Tuesday,

SAREEESRTEE

EEE

on his book

on. Tuesday,

Nov.

2, in

Gaston Hall.
The book originally appeared as
The Execution of Charles Horman:
An American Sacrifice until it was
catapulted into the limelight by the
Costa-Gavras movie Missing (starring
Jack Lemmon and Sissy Spacek and
playing Friday on campus from the

fullest extent of the law if the wall

SEC). The hardcover edition with the

original title sold about 5000 copies
but the new paperback edition renamed
Missing that appeared at the time of
the film sold 110,000 copies in four
days.
“Let’s face it, the movie was great
for the book. Before the movie, no
one had ever heard of the case and
now the case has a life and identity of
its own,” said Hauser.

(1942-1973) gradu-

National Guard. He and his wife, Joyce,

Hauser firmly believes that Horman
was executed and that the U.S. covered
up the execution but says “more con-

moved to Santiago temporarily in 1973
to write. They chose to live in Chile
because of its natural beauty and the
freely elected leftist government of
Allende that sought to correct social

clusive evidence” is needed

a journalistic instinct, Hor-

man carefully watched the events that
led up to the military coup on Sept. 11,
1973, and took extensive notes about’
the action. Hauser asserts that Horman

that

Bob

Dylan

of

Chile,

Victor

Jara, was arrested and killed by the
military rule on Sept. 12, 1973. Before
his death, the guards ordered Jara to
sing a protest song and play the guitar
for the other prisoners in the 8500-seat

serious

questions

incensed at the accusations and issued
an unusual statement in rebuttal to the
film and book. U.S. officials who were

involved in the controversy

such as

GUPS advises students to beware of
people selling magazine subscriptions.
“You only have a 50% chance of getting the magazines,” stated Horton.
The

Better

Business

Bureau

has nu-

merous complaints about this organization and others. The salesmen may
not always be dishonest, but the firms

they represent often are.

The fourth floor Healy Offices of
the Development Office were broken
into Sunday Morning by two collegeage men. It appears that they entered |
the office through the air conditioning
ducts or through a window. Once inside
they drank a soda and wrote things in
the office. Only one suspect was appre-

hended

pect shortly.

of Political Affairs had remained consistent all year with their prediction of
an overall loss of. fifteen Republican
House seats and the gain of two or
three Senate seats, but that the specif- §
ic seats expected to change hands
were different then than now.

tool for students because they can
evaluate courses and professors
based on the opinions of students

advertisements and donations. The

who have actually taken the class.”

publication will be a duplication of

(11/10-11/16). The critique will con-

Most courses will be included in
the critique, which is a publication
for and by the students. The Student
Government (SG) is organizing the
project with the help of CAS,
GUNS, SBA, and SES Academic
Councils.

sist of the results from last spring’s
course evaluation questionaires.
According to Cindy Tindell, Student Senator and SAC Commissioner who is helping coordinate
the publication,

“This

is a useful

is currently reviewing resumes from applicants who
have an interest in foreign affairs. We are especially
interested i in the following degrees:

computer
printouts
from
last
spring’s questionaires. For more

information contact Cindy Tindell
or Monica Medina, Student Body
President, in the SG

Office, G

*FOREIGN LANGUAGE SKILLS
AND OVERSEAS EXPERIENCE
ARE DEFINITE ASSETS

is by registration
tradition.

by Laura Farina
HOYA Staff Writer

10, of “The Vietnam

in the

SFS

the U.S. and elsewhere. Other contra-

versial issues to be presented on the

Each lecture by Ambassador Herz

Georgetown University students and
faculty will be presented with the
unique offering beginning Wednesday,
November

only,

War

in Retrospect” Lecture Series given by
Ambassador Martin F. Herz, Director

final evening include the role of the

will cover a specific aspect or phase of
the War. The initial topic of “How the
U.S. Became Involved,” to be brief,
entails a discussion of the anti-colonial
revolution in Vietnam,

media in reporting and explaining the
war, and, in conclusion, “the debacle

and

- Itself” on Wednesday, December 1.

the nature of

All undergraduates and graduate
students who are interested in attending this series of lectures to be held in
the ICC Auditorium should register at
the Office of the Dean, School of
Foreign Service, located in Room 301
ICC, telephone 625-4216. Attendance

most interestingly, the legal and moral

its consequences

(and perhaps

lessons).”

The insights which Ambassador.
Herz has to offer from personal experience will greatly enhance the lecture
presentation. The Ambassador served
as political officer (first secretary) at

the

American

Embassy

in

Phnom

Penh, Cambodia, 1955-1957, was Coun-

try Director for Laos and Cambodia
in
the Department of State, 1967-68, i
served as Counselor for Political Affairs (with personal rank of minister
at the American Embassy in Sago

1968-70. His principle works include A

not

Short History of Cambodia (1966), How
the Cold War is Taught (1978), and

On the final evening of the series,
Ambassador Herz will look at the year
1968 as the turning point of the way
with “Accelerated Pacification” and
efforts to negotiate, along with a dis-

The Prestige Press and the Christmas
Bombing, 1972 (1980). While his primary experience will be reflected in
the lecture series, Ambassador Herz
has also during his career served in the
Foreign Service in Vienna, Paris,
Tokyo, Tehran, and Sofia.
/

dilemnas,
solved.”

and

“how

they

were

cussion of the anti-war movement

in

MERRILL LYNCH
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The Student Government Course
Critique is being funded through

Vietnam War Lectures Presented By Ambassador Hertz

discussion of “How the U.S. Extricated

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

:

On November 17, Y AF sponsors the
second briefing of the series. It will
feature Morton Blackwell, Special Assistant to the President for Public
Liason, and founder of many conservative youth groups, including theLeader;
ship Institute.

U.S. interests in Europe with respect
Nathaniel Davis, ambassador to Chile
of Studies, Institute for the Study of
to its policy in Vietnam, the emergence
during the coup, and others are con, of a viable South Vietnam, and finally,
Diplomacy.
sidering suing Universal Pictures, Costathe murder of Ng Dinh Diem and its
The series will consist of three lec- Gavras, and Hauser for inaccuracies.
consequences.
tures, each one hour in length, from
The second lecture on “How the
~
5:15
to 6:15 p.m. The initial presenta* Hauser says he’s not stridently antiU.S. Fought and Tried to Make Peace”
tion of November 10 on “How the U.S.
American but believes that only through
‘includes a discussion of the influence
Became Involved” will continue under
self-analysis such as his book Missing
of the Cuban Missile Crisis on U.S.
‘the title of “How The U.S. Fought and
can citizens “purify the government
strategy, the nature of guerrilla and
“Tried
to
Make
Peace”
on
Monday,
Noand make it better.”
counter-guerrilla warfare and perhaps
vember 22, and then conclude with a

THE

and charged with unlawful

entry, but the other was chased from
the campus to Volta Place. GUPS
believes they will have the other sus-

The Student Government Course
Critique for Spring ‘83 will be published Wednesday, November 10,
the first day of early Registration

about

The State Department however, was

ment in the coup.

The

raises

Activities Of-'

Course Critique Published

Horman’s murder.

of his knowledge about U.S. involve-

the torture of a Chilean folk Singer ®
said Hauser.

-

terviews, Hauser uncovered evidence

was killed on Sept. 17, 1973, because

slashed arm of Horman, a writer, and

to deter-

mine whether or not U.S. officials
actually ordered the execution. Through
documents obtained by the Freedom
of Information Act and extensive in-

the Student

The Georgetown University chapter of his job to ones about specific Senof Young Americans for Freedom ate races across the nation.
sponsored the first in a series of “White
Explaining the function of the first
House Briefings” last Thursday night Executive Office of Political Affairs in
at the Intercultural Center.
history, Helsner noted that “President .
Craig Helsner, Special Assistant to Reagan has the decency to admit that
the President for Political Affairs, politics is political”, rather than labeling
replaced scheduled speaker Lee At- his ventures on behalf of Republican
water, who was forced to take on the candidates “matters of policy.” Specifduties of department head Ed Rollins ically, the Office develops overall politwhen Rollins suffered a slight strike. ical strategy, examining polls to decide
Helsner’s ‘topic was the nationwide which races were within the 2% “winelections which occurred last Tuesday dow of vulnerability” in which the
night. He answered questions ranging President might make a difference.
from general queries about the nature
Helsner pointed out that The Office

hangings are not returned.

National Stadium. After the song, the
guards smashed both his wrists and
ordered him to play again.

from the DC Government and permis-

YAF Hosts Briefings

1, 1982 attracted

One of the alleged thieves was iden-

in January, 1982, because of the imposition of martial law. The university,

Horman’s body was found with six
bullet holes, fractures from beatings
with a blunt instrument and his arm
slit open from the shoulder to the
wrist. “There’s a parallel between the

November 2. The pair who spent the
night in jail were arrested and charged
with unlawful entry. To solicit on
campus, individuals must have a license

Fair held last

tified, and could be brought up on
charges. John Moore a representative
from the Study Abroad Fair says that
the important thing is that the wall
hangings are returned. He stated that
if they are returned no questions will
be asked. He further stated that Father
Harold Bradley, Director of International Programs will prosecute to the

to

broaden the range and include such
places as Tunisia and Fiji. Students
can also take a program sponsored by
another university or do an independent study abroad.
The Warsaw, Poland program of
study abroad is being tentively reinstated this spring after being cancelled

ills. With

stopping offenses before they become
major,” reported Lt. Jeffrey Horton.

a great many people interested in going
abroad to further their education.
Unfortunately the Fair was marred by
a theft that left one of the participants
in the fair troubled. Jennifer Poole lost
two wall hangings given to her on her
birthday while she was in Cairo, Egypt.

and business. The courses count toward the student’s Georgetown degree.
Georgetown is a member of the
international Student Exchange Program, which sends student from many
universities to countries all over the
world. Whereas Georgetown can only
sponsor study abroad programs at less
than

the

Stolen From Fair

ated from Harvard and was honorably
discharged from the U.S. Air Force

Tom Hauser wants to know why.
Hauser investigated the mystery of
Horman’s death in his best-selling nonfiction book Missing that was nominated for a Pulitzer prize, and lectured

GUPdate

though,

Charles Horman

Charles Horman’s tortured, bulletriddled body was discovered Oct. 18,

Briefs —

because of requirements needed to be
fulfilled.

Hauser Talks On Missing, Chile
by Tara McKelvey
HOYA Staff Writer

News
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Questioned Priorities

formation as much as it denies this campus an

honest opportunity to meet their Hoyas —not
in the sports section of the Post or in a ques-

has been made needlessly more difficult.
HOYA Sports Correspondent Bill Latham
requested a player interview back in September

could have had a chance to meet one of the

through

players

also covered

by the

Voice and

WROX.
Now,

it’s the first week of November.

The

season warms up Tuesday, and the preview is

of the Post, the Ttmes, or USA

We'll be there to report all the games starting

next Tuesday, and hope that the Athletic
Department can make some progress on our
two-month-old proposal: The offer is still open.

A Good Investment
Georgetown students have been remarkably
adept in solving their own problems over the
"years. When cries for on-campus stores were

Where will the credit union be? Thats a
question secondary to the establishment itself,

but in the bidding war for the old Saxa Sundries

sounded, some enterprising students laid the

space, it’s certainly worth mentioning. Between

groundwork for what is today known as Stu-

the credit union, WROX,

dents of Georgetown, Inc., or The Corp. When

staff, and a new enterprise planned by the
Corp, the Saxa space is hot property indeed. It

. traffic problems began to worry students, along

the Corp’s business

came the Georgetown University Transporta- :.
“tion Society, or GUTS. Now, amidst cries of
difficulty with student credit and loan activ-

+:will, be up to the branches of Student Activities
and Student Affairs to decide on space alloca-

ities, some students are about to turn the idea

ning we feel that the credit union concept

into a reality.
Under the work of three juniors, and University V.P. and Treasurer George Houston,
‘the hope for a student-run credit union is closer
to reality. The concept, successfully applied at

deserves a close look.
The potential for such a union would never

a number of other universities, helps in the
distribution of low-cost loans to students who
“have been unable to finance these notes
through normal banking circles. In the future,

tion, but on the basis of organizational plan-

be fulfilled without support from Administration. It was the Administration

which

has

helped get the Corp and GUTS in a small way,
to where it is today. The HOYA urges Student
Activities, Student Affairs, and other affiliated

GU’s Newest Opportunity
hope

for aspiring writers

and

journalistic

groundbreakers of this University. The HOYA

is pleased with the decision of the English
Department to offer a three credit elective
entitled “Introduction to Journalism” begin-

ning this spring.
The course will be taught by Ted Gup, an
award-winning writer for the Washington Post.
Gup, who was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize

last year, will bring to the class a unique
perspective on writing and research that can’t
be found in a book or on a college staff. Open
to all undergraduates, the course will provide
an excellent chance to improve on the fundamental concepts of good writing, which is
necessary in whatever field one enters after

college. For staffers of Georgetown’s newspapers; “Introduction to Journalism” provides
practical knowledge and the first comprehen-

Kara Swisher, a HOYA Staff writer, worked

long and hard to persuade the College of Arts
and Sciences to give journalism a chance at
Georgetown. Her efforts are commendable and
well-valued by those of us who sacrifice more
than a few hours a week in pursuit of the
standards of excellence that have become ex-

pected among our readers. As a learning experience, it will allow staff members on the
HOYA and the Voice to directly improve the
quality and precision of the two newsweeklies.
For a University to have two (yes, that’s two)
All-American newspapers without a journal-

ism course of any kind is remarkable. We hope
that the success of this endeavor, negotiated
through the patience of Dr. Paul Betz and
others, can make even bolder strides to keep
the campus informed, entertained, and enlightened, like never before.

We look forward expectantly to this course
next spring, and encourage all those interested

sive writer training program in a Georgetown

to sign up. You don’t have to be on the paper

course so far. For those who just enjoy writing,
such a course offers a great chance to learn
first-hand skills and techniques from one of
the finest writers around. And the time of the
course (tentatively scheduled 7-9:30 Wednes-

to join
student

day nights) will make course selection easier

vis a vis time commitments in afternoon course
selection.
:

the course, either. With, increased
interest, the course will be able to

continue. Perhaps we're a little biased on the
subject of journalism, but we're confident a
better crop of writers will result. And on the
bottom line, a more educated group of individuals in the liberal arts tradition of Georgetown will be begun.

past Wednesday’s Bullets-Nets opening night
game. Winners included Michael Howard,
Ron

Alberts,

and

Drew

Fine,

among

seven

others. Their answers to a tough quiz earned

And some say the HOYA

thing for students. . .

never does any-

ee

MANN

GEORGETOWN UNLV,

To the Editor,
When I saw the title the HOYA put
on my last letter I was distressed.
What distressed me was that the

one’s inner qualities. (Foreign students
add cultural diversity. But financial
aid is not responsible for their presence at school because they are inelig-

editors’

ible).

hangups

on

current

dogma

commonly given as justification for
financial aid could be so extreme, that
when

I attacked

their

cliches,

they

went blind to the rest of my article in
which I espoused financial aid as “an
act

of

benevolence,

good

will,

or

affection,” the denotative definition of
charity.
Miss Nana Fantl happened to be
seated near me so respecting her sense
of judgment, I asked her to read my
letter to tell me whether she thought
the title appropriate. Nina told me she
did not understand the letter. The
response she and six other people
wrote to it prove none of them ever
came

to understand.

And

that some

people believe just as religiously in the
commandment that says financial aid
is a sacred cow to be praised, but its
analysis is heretical. I agree my letter

was abstract because it was a discussion
of two different attitudes towards
financial aid and why I felt one to be
more advantageous to society than the
other. But I never questioned whether
we should continue financial aid.
Placing the title they did on my letter
only served to confuse readers.
I still maintain my argument. I can
get more and better sociological diversity in my public high school and in my
places of past employment where I
have encountered

a population more

education,

and

career

goals,

though not in nationality which like
money is a superficial determinant of

Stepping Out. .
To the Editor,
In general, the steps at Georgetown
are in pretty good condition and well-

maintained. The one possible excep-

tion to this ‘rule is the stairs in and
leading to the Intercultural Center.
Someone, somewhere obviously didn’t
anticipate the traffic that would occur

there between classes. The steps leading from the ground floor to Red
Square are especially narrow and steep.
They are even more treacherous in
the dark and in the elements. Could

Georgetown possibly install ‘a second
bannister? Or perhaps widen the stairs

to make traffic flow easier? Or even

Financial

aid

is not

be more cautious when they take their
next step— the most frequent cause of
injury is a flight of stairs! From July 1,
1980 through June 31, 1981, there were

763,000 injuries reported on or as a
result of stairs. Considering the overwhelming number of steps one faces
every day, it is surprising that more
accidents do not occur.
Next time you fly down the stairs, or
see someone who does, remind yourself
that you could injure yourself or others

in the process should you slip and fall.
Slow down
— you may be a minute late ,
for your' next class, but you may also

prevent an accident from occurring.
Skip Horne

SES ’86

A correction to our Oct. 29 intramurals

story,

which

misspelled

two

intramural giants. The story should
have read “Mark Sulam’s ‘Hollywood
Nagle’ ” in the 17-9 lacrosse final. Our

apologies to Mark, Jim, and the team.
Really.

based

on

academic achievement and so does
nothing to assure higher educational
standards than there would be without
it. A student should not have to be
different from or smarter than the rest
of the students to justify his getting
financial aid anyway. He owes no such
things or anything at all to anyone.
(Loans and workstudy are largely government supported). Just as those who
fund financial aid do not owe it to the
recipients to do so. Because outside of
business, nobody has to do anything
for anybody, when we actually do
something for someone it is because
we want to and for no other reason.’

All things, services and feelings “given
without obligation,” the definitive definition of gratuitous, will effect a bond
of mutual responsibility between the
parties involved that will result in
continued acts of goodwill between
them. And harmonious relationships
within society benefit it as a whole.
Mr. Bennett and Mr. Leahy were adept
to point out that I too am on the
receiving end of other's benevolence;
a fact of which I am ever conscious
and for which I am ever grateful. .
My “careful wording masked” nothing. Prejudices, however, masked my
wording. Maybe the reaction my letter
stirred proves my original conclusion.
Popular logic concerning financial aid
divides this student body.
Susan Mandel
SES 85

SAC Funding Policies
Demand Cooperation
To the Editor:
Much is being said these days about
SACs funding policies. Yet not enough
attention has been directed to whether
or not the SAC clubs make proper use
of their funds.
Of the approximately 90 SAC clubs
no more than two dozen can honestly
be considered “active.” Yet nearly all
club’s receive SAC funding and priviledges. Judging by their lack of visibility
and activity, many of these clubs, far
from “aiding the University education
mission’ as required by the SAC
guidelines, are merely social cliques
under the guise of cultural, political,

arts, and publications groups.
One example of many clubs lack of
an educational commitment is seen in
the meager demand

for support from

the Small Group Lecture Fund. This
organ of the Lecture Fund is endowed
by the SAC with a substantial budget
to be used in providing SAC clubs
with funds for honoria of speakers
brought by the clubs.
The Small Group Lecture Fund has
literally advertised the availability of
its money through two memos to the
clubs, an SAC briefing to club officers, and its establishing office hours.

the apathy of many clubs for promoting education through lectures.
;
Moreover, many SAC clubs don’t
organize much, if anything, that can

be properly. called “educational.”
These clubs’ activities, for which they
receive SAC funding purported to
support educational pursuits, are for
the most part merely social in content.
In this way SAC funds and club dues
are many times used for such constructive “educational” purposes as financing parties.
Therefore, if SAC

funding policies

are stringent, which I doubt, they are
necessarily so. All SAC clubs received
their University recognition for their
commitment to an educational concern. Consequently, how much money
they each receive from SAC should be
determined by the extent of the club’s
fulfillment of this commitment.
With many clubs dedicated to
merely social rather than educational
concerns,

the SAC

is called upon

to

adopt a more stringent funding policy
than its current one. Let those clubs

dedicated to partying and other predominantly

social

activities

pay

for

them out of their own pockets.

Yet only four clubs have applied for

Florencio Ramos

funding (three successfully), reflecting

CAS 85

build another staircase?
The Consumer Product Safety Commission recently conducted a survey
of the most frequent injuries as reported by hospital emergency rooms.
The students at Georgetown should

CORRECTION

them some pretty good tickets and the HOYA
earned a good time from it all. Thanks also go
to GUTS for their transportation to and fro, to
Student Activities, and to the Bullets organization for their help.

X TO

FRANK

Mandel Replies To Furor

And The Winners Are....
At this time the HOYA would like to congratulate the winners in our HOYA Trivia
Contest—the winners received tickets to this

AN
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

gence,

this could provide a whole new dimension to
“student services
at the University.

a! t

2 THE MORTARBOARY

rt

it strongly. If precedence is any forecast, a

vestment for students, by students, with a large

Thane Ap A TIP OF

~~

RA

varied in genuine terms such as intelli-

carefully planned student-run venture such as

Maybe you don’t think it’s true, but there is

E/

groups to support this bold plan and support

it could provide a source of banking and incash flow to support its dealings.

. ES
y

Today.

The HOYA realizes the constraints of basketball players as well as anyone. We know
that the HOYA and the Voice will never get
the red carpet treatment that an Al McGuire
or Brent Musberger might get if they get an
interview. But all we ask is a chance. A chance
to bring to you, the students, a perspective on
what many believe is America’s best basketball
team this winter. Whether because of bad luck
or conscious neglect, that opportunity will not
be realized by the HOYA or the Voice.

2d
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Thompson,

views you'll see on a newspaper around this
campus will be out of the coin-operated boxes

7

the SID, is but a thirty-minute talk with Coach

of the circumstances, the only basketball inter-

Fp

consideration of the basketball office. As consolation, the HOYA's “big story,” courtesy of

fellow classmates. Instead, while the preview

will still be good reading, it seems that because

Se Tm

and Pat Ewing appeared soon afterward in the

Washington Post, Latham and a few others
around the HOYA began to wonder. As of a
week ago, the SID’s office sympathized but
could not help our request, now under the

written by their

Pt

ber. But when interviews with Fred Brown

in their newspaper,

Ze

of the interview’s progress, stating that because
of midterms and practices, the players could
not be contacted until the first week of Novem-

tionable photo essay in Inside Sports—but they

TPN
mn

basketball personalities themselves.
By mid-October, Marchiony offered no sign

INTEREST LOAN PLAN?

Pe

Ewing could be available, but made clear that
an interview itself took precedence over the

DO YoU

HAVE A STUDENT NO -

Ne

Jim Marchiony for our Nov. 12th basketball
preview issue. Latham asked if sophomore Pat

SCHOLARSHIP?

just hurt the HOYA, the basketball team’s
public relations, or the esteem of Sports In-

tion. Unfortunately, due to a series of crossed

Director (SID)

AID? COULD JUNIOR GET

SOME HELP A PARTIAL

and wasn’t. Because inaction like this doesn’t,

wires and lack of communication, that coverage

Sports Information

J

EB
A eT

sometimes, even The Georgetown Voice.) All
kidding aside, the efforts to provide the campus
at-large with comprehensive sports coverage
is a job that demands teamwork and coopera-

TH

without a player interview.
The HOYA supports Latham’s contention
that something more should have been done,

—————__7 ER HOW ABOUT FINANCIAL

YAS-AS IT WAS SAYING TO MY
\
OLD FRIEND SENATOR BURPLE,
THINGS HAVE CHANGED SINCE
OUR COLLEGE DAYS —BY THE WAY,
CURT CLEFT, THE MOVIE

I}

No one covers Georgetown sports on a day‘in, day-out basis better than the HOYA. (And

~~

vf

~

Wp uP THE INTERVIEW ON
THIS PLAINTIVE NOTE--

Ask Any coLLEGE DEAN OF
ADMISSIONS “THE PARENTS WHO LOOK
AND TALK LIKE THE HIGHER BRACKETS:

Founded Jan. 14, 1920

A

:

From The HOYA, November 21,1968
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Viewpoint
Kevin Holden

Alfonso Gomez-Lobo

The Grim Stateof Human

\ Frankly Rose , We Do Givea Damn
I challenge as feeble Rose Van Dine’s
claim

(Monday through Thursday, from 9:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m., and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00

that the Career Planning and

p.m. on Friday).

Placement Center (CP&P) “can turn its

back” on her now that she is an alumna.
I do not know whether CP&P has the

I do know that it lacks the desire. CP&P
offers its services to all Georgetown
students and alumni.

available to provide individual counseling, three full-time staff members,

Van Dine attacks CP&P, stating that

and five work-study students. In addition, CP&P is in the second year of its
volunteer Peer Counseling Program:
As part of this program, ten students
who have undergone training, give five
hours per week to the Center. Two of
these hours are spent in the career
library.
i
The personnel network ensures that
in addition to the receptionist and
' work-study students, there will be
either a career or peer counselor present in the library at practically every
hour of the day. The counselors answer
students’ questions and aim them in
any research in which they need assistance.
Anyone who has visited the career
library at CP&P would have to express
bewilderment at Van Dine’s claim that
the volumes there are “very disorganized.” The information on internships
she may have sought is located in the

{it presents a “shabby operation” and
“would not be much help” to her in
planning for life after Georgetown. To
- support this criticism, she offers as
evidence her testimony that “on past
visits there” (apparently when she was
an undergraduate) she had been treated

and

told

to

find

her

own

information among the “very disorgan-

ized and generally uninformative volumes of litrature on the shelves.” Van
Dine insinuates that CP&P personnel
offer their services only reluctantly
and “rudely.”
In response to this attack, I would
like to present the numerous ways in
which CP&P offers aid to all interested
students and alumni in making career
decisions and seeking employment
experience in the career fields of their
interest. CP&P attempts to ensure that
all students learn about the many services they offer.
CP&P shows great concern for the
students’ needs. Unlike most other

second of three sections of the library,

* University offices, CP&P offers its ser- :

vices to students ten hours each day

are

clearly

“Exploring Occupational Options.”
The numerous internship binders and
volumes categorize the different types
of internships available. All the re-:

“the lack of counseling for jobs or
graduate school at Georgetown is
horrendous.” Were this the case, the
situation would truly be horrendous.
To the contrary, CP&P employs four
full-time

counselors,

one

do not share Van
toward CP&P.)

Van Dine’s article also claims that

CP&P also expresses its interest by
maintaining an extensive and concerned staff. The Center employs four
full-time career counselors who are

ability to “turn its back” on alumni, but

rudely

7

sources in the library
numbered and labeled.

of

whom

specializes in pre-law and graduate
school advising. Another counselor
specializes in providing advice on
part-time jobs and internships.
In addition to individual counseling,

CP&P offers workshops to aid former
and present Georgetown students find
jobs or internships in their desired
career fields. Among the seven workshops, offered several times each
month, which could have helped Van

Dine are: “Part-Time Jobs/Internships”, “Job-Search Techniques”, “Resume Writing”, and “Interviewing.”
CP&P offers additional services in
the process of counseling students and
alumni in formulating their plans for
after graduation. Van Dine could have
spoken to Career Advisors: fellow

Dine’s

feelings

Van Dine could even

have checked the up-to-date full-time
job listings in the career library.
I have summarized a segment of
CP&P’s operation and its ability to
provide necessary counseling to
Georgetown students and alumni. The
effort which CP&P makes to inform
students of these services causes one
to wonder how well-founded is Van
Dine’s insinuation that CP&P provides
its services reluctantly or “rudely.”
One way through which CP&P
attempts to inform students of its
services is the monthly newsletter,
containing the dates and times of
workshops as well as other relevant
information for each month, posted
on bulletin boards around campus.
The peer counselors provide information for students by staffing information
tables regularly and performing presentations for clubs and dorm floors.
CP&P shows enthusiasm and concern in assisting students who wish to
make career decisions and gain experience in a career field of their inter-'

alumni, parents of students, and friends

est. All CP&P services to achieve these

of the University who have offered to
speak to interested students about their
career. She could also have partici-

goals are available to alumni as well as
to students.

gram, comprised of alumni who have
Kevin Holden, a sophomore in the
College is a Volunteer Peer Counselor
volunteered to allow students to “shadow” them for three to five days during . at the Center for Career Planning and
Spring Break. (Apparently all alumni Placement.
;

Liberalism, Selfishness, and the Nuclear Freeze

Ta

of nuclear war were

discovered

only

last autumn. But the entire liberal
nuclear freeze issue is based upon
certain laws of value laid down by
political,

economic,

educational

and

psychological trends visible not only
in the United States, but in the West in
general.

The youth of today, and especially

that, the

eration, are a major force behind the

power over the non-ego. Ignored by liberal rationalists who
see the “milk of human. kindness” in

Eh

material affluence, personal freedom,

the ‘good life’ and a high standard of

nuclear freeze advocates to picket in

living. “Who should now renounce all
this . . . particularly in the nebulous
must be defended in an as yet distant
land?” asked Solzhenitsyn in his Harvard Address.
Understanding contemporary life-

the streets over the growth of nuclear
weapons, but to say nothing over the
use of chemical weapons in Southeast
Asia and in Afghanistan by the Soviet
Union? Or is this silence due to the
fact that the Soviet use of these
weapons does not currently constitute

style

nuclear

a threat to demonstrators in the United

freeze advocates find their task made

States or Western Europe?
What is abhorrant about the liberal
nuclear freeze issue is that we are
dealing with a non-event, for that is all
nuclear war remains. Wars are current
events in which thousands die each
year. Why are there no cries for
conventional ‘arms freezes? Do there

preoccupations,

am

bears

so

heavily

years.”

en

Geographically

liberal

isolated,

the

upon
and

United

the

coming:

educationally
States

finds

it

re Try Fp

rs Wt

difficult to understand the essence of

other countries and powers,

while

promoting the belief that other countries can be measured according to the
American yardstick. Education must
take the world as it exists, not distort it
for selfish ends.

Knowledge
for movement;

Tm

to

ical base for tranquility.
Is it not selfishness

ical science, economics and modern
history, especially recent history which

Sr

in its will

many of the young and much of
Western society have become used to

“civil right” of a high standard of living
is mouthed where anger and. envy
prevail, and where the acquisition of
nuclear arms is blamed for the failure
of people to realize a desired economic and social status. It would now
appear as if the armed forces exist
merely for the primary liberal mission
of “civil rights” and economic reforms.
Education in the United States has
much to do with the current nuclear
freeze debate. The Successor Generation, printed by the Atlantic Council
of the United States, reveals “grave
deficiencies in knowledge of geography, and foreign language, basic polit-

Fm

struggles

all, is the fact that war is not aberrational, but rather, there is no empir-

easy. As recently seen, when recession
sets in, bitterness over the declining

Pn

ego

political stability, leisure, and choice,

case when the security of one’s nation

Be

In the United States, virtually any
desire has come to mean a human or
natural right. This mentality has
created a legalistic society where law
suits are paralyzing society to such an
extent that human rights supercede
human obligations, that the individual
owes nothing to the community, and

those elderly ‘youth’ of the 60’s gennuclear freeze movement. Born, bred,
and conditioned in an era of peace,

BF eS

now, constitutes a hardship.

provides

the

crutches

but without an educa--

tion of the world as it is found, these
crutches remain useless while we.
remain invalids in the onslaught of the
current emotional nuclear freeze media
campaign.
The recent vogue of American
education has been to remove obstacles from the path of the student so
that he may “develop his own personality” and form a personal characterideal. This is yet another consequence
of liberal attitudes, working under the
false assumption that the community
as a whole would benefit by such
education.
Instead, such a potent strain of

deny

reality.

Instead

of facing

the

dangers and adventures of reality, the

determinist nuclear freeze liberal is
always trying to seek some cosmic:
plausibility in the future to answer the
conditional “what if’s” of his life.
The fundamental error of nuclear
freeze proponents is their manipulation
of a subjectivity that concentrates on
the value of the individual while
overlooking those values working outside the individual. To paraphrase
Rudolf Allers once again, the individual should not be regarded as the main
objective when considered from the
standpoint of the natural sciences or
religion: A “moral autonomy”

of this

genre ‘can only lead to bad results as
seen from the political perplexity and
passivity of this nation since the 1960’s.
The nuclear freeze issue is indeed a
movement, a biological movement, the

products of which are used to fertilize
the fields of human discontent, discord

and fear. While liberals both praise
and fear Man, they have developed a
conceit wherein they feel they know
and understand the basic workings of
the world. And because they possess
“sentiments” and “genius”- like true
followers of Rousseau, they feel they
can dispense with any social responsibilities, such as defense.

that

causes

Mention a draft, and howls are
heard. Mention a need of “authority”,
whether it be parental, educational or
public; and some intolerable “authoritarianism” is thought of. Mention a

In a recent article published by the
HOYA, Dr. George Viksnins from the
Economics Department offers a picture
of the human rights situation in Chile
which is both naive and methodologically unsound. The only kind of
evidence he offers for his views are
(inferences from his personal experience during a recent trip to that
country. His rights were not violated,
colleagues talked quite openly to him,
he had access to Paris Match, Stern,
and Newsweek.
But, we may ask, why should the
Intelligence Services bother to harass
a visiting American professor? Why
should those dissident economists who
had lost teaching positions at the two
major universities refrain from engag-

ing

in humorous

authorities

criticism

in a private

of

the

conversation

with a supportive colleague? What
impact can a few copies of magazines
printed in French, German and English
have in a Spanish-speaking country?
Apparently Professor Viksnins was
not told that a few weeks before his
visit the magazine APSI was closed

down, and that Jaime Castillo Velasco,

‘pated in a Career Observation Pro-

Ridley Gunderson

Characteristically, liberals are those
individualism has been created from
people who seek to maximize individthis theory of education that many
ual freedoms and civil liberties propeople are unwilling to fight for any
tected by law, and to transform, via
common ideal, remaining intent upon
- channels of human reason and action,
pursuing their own personal lives in a
a world they feel is other than it
community they feel is responsible for
should be. In their current cry for a
them and not vice versa.
nuclear freeze and disarmament, howConcurrent with economic and eduever, liberals have managed to dispel
cational individualism, is the problem
the. pretense of selflessness and reveal
of so-called human rights, a favorite
a subconscious selfishness and belief
metaphor of nuclear freeze advocates.
that. there is no public good, only
The liberal mentality holds that it is
private good.
the right of all humans to exist and
Apparently, from the sudden growth
pursue happiness; thus the possession
of nuclear war and weapons experts
of nuclear arms remains immoral as it
de
such as lawyers, , doctors;
bishops; 5 © threatens the existence of man, and
actors and senators” wives; the horrogs
the mere existence of nuclear weapons

Rights in Pinochet’s Chile

little “obedience” and the “Establishment” becomes Fascist.
The words of St. Augustine must be
recalled, that “when there is a struggle
for the goods they desire, and a struggle
is always forthcoming, all these people
will do what the old Sophists said: they
will transform themselves into the
powers that constitute the political
order.”
Let us hope, finally, that these
nuclear freeze advocates, the Jerry
Browns, Edward Kennedys, Walter
Mondales, bishops, actors and actresses

the president of the Chilean Human
Rights Committee, was not allowed to
exercise his freedom .of speech. He
was arrested and expelled from the
country without trial. Castillo Velasco,
a distinguished lawyer and former
Attorney General, certainly cannot
clear the customs in the Santiago
airport without inspection, as Professor
Viksnins did. Unfortunately the same
holds for many Chileans who are not
allowed to return to their country.
To claim that. things are worse in
other

countries

is true,

but

School of Foreign Service.

in the United States. Under Transitory

Article No. 24 of the Chilean Constitusomeone up to 20 days; to relegate
someone to a remote location for three
without appeals of any sort!
Would this be tolerable in America?
At any rate it is in clear violation of
the United Nations Declaration of
Human Rights. In philosophy we would
say that such a policy is contrary to

The Freshman Senate Roce:

A Comedy of Human Errors
brought before the Commission in the
early morning hours on election day
and had given a plausible explanation,
then he probably would not have been
censured. Instead, Deroy said, “Smear

now exist, in liberal thought, different

categories of dying, of arms races? It
would appear as if nuclear freeze

There are three main reasons, simply
stated: 1) Deroy Murdock was unfairly

advocates possess a special inituition,

censured by the Election Commission;
2) Members of the Election Commis-

campaign? What

that Deroy

sion on duty during the voting slandered Deroy; and 3) Deroy Murdock,
having been declared the winner of
the election, was later denied his seat
on the basis of a series of widelyvarying recounts. However, had the

without. the other? Why should either

knew something about the posters,
this statement seemed to the Commission to be an outright lie.
Deroy contends that he was not
actually told that the posters were up
until Wednesday evening, and that he
had then been told that they were torn

have been censured on such short
notice, without enough evidence of
guilt?
:
As for the slander charges brought
against Bruckner and other poll com-

itary preparations and arms races.

Current liberals nuclear freeze
trends consider nuclear war to be
inevitable. And yet, as Father Schall,

S.J. points out in his article “Ecclesiastical Wars Over Peace,” “This kind
of determinism fails to appreciate the
reality of politics, its power and nature. Words like ‘inevitable’ or ‘necessary’

do

not

arise

from

a Western

Christian vocabulary, nor do they arise
from a tradition of free politics. It is
more Marxist in fact.”
What is this inevitability to which
the nuclear freeze advocate holds? It
is none other than a preoccupation
with death which unveils the nuclear
freeze advocate as little more than a
moral hypochondriac and neurotic.
Fear is an essential component of all
neurotics; and as Rudolf Allers says in
his book the Psychology of Character,
neuroticism is the “consequence of
the revolt of the creature against his
natural mortality and impotence”. This
impotence exists in dealing with death
which no human, even liberals, can
avoid. The determinism of nuclear
freeze advocates is an attempt to assert
the dominance of the individual over
community, to assert the sovereignty
of the ego over the non-ego, to assert,
in fact, immortality.

To determine the future is possible
only in a limited way, but to turn from
the

present

towards

the future

is to

election

whole

laws

been

situation

less

might

vague,

have

the

been

avoided.
Officially, Deroy Murdock was cen-

sured because some of his friends hung
posters stating that opponent Ann
Lowell had plagiarized a large portion
of her platform from last year’s platform of Senator Cindy Tindell. (Which

Based

smear campaign?”

on other evidence

down, so he didn’t worry about them.
He also said, “I didn’t consider the

Ann Lowell controversy a smear campaign, and I didn’t know what they
were referring to.”
However, he was censured, and the

of campaign rule IV, C-6, which states

censure was upheld after an appeal in
which Bruckner claims there were
fourteen contradictions in testimony
by two of Deroy’s friends. After this,
Bruckner stayed up until 5:30 in the
morning to hear a complaint by Deroy.

that “no candidate, or any campaign

against Ann Lowell, but disallowed it,

worker or workers, shall engage in
unethical campaign practices.”
Even Don Bruckner, head of the

explaining that if he had woken up the
rest of the Commission, they might
have turned Deroy’s censure into
disqualification.
How can it be that what Deroy did
was any worse than what Ann did?
Neither purposely did anything wrong.
Ann had Tindell’s permission to use
her words, and thought that was all

as

a matter

of fact,

she

did.)

This

“smear campaign” was construed by
the Election Commission as a violation

Commission, said, “It (the rule) is very

vague.” What, may I ask, is unethical
about posting the truth? Bruckner
explained that actually, if the posters
had been stamped and approved by
the Student Activities Commission,

there probably would have been no
problem. Why then didn’t the Election
Commission charge Deroy with a
violation of that rule rather than with
“unethical campaign practices”?
Bruckner further explained that if
Deroy had originally admitted knowledge

of the “smear

every

year

a

beings like you and me.

{

Finally, I would like to forestall'
a possible misunderstanding of Dr.
Viksnins’ article. He writes a paragraph in which he stylistically balances
two clauses. The first clause contains
a reference to the murder of Orlando
Letelier in Washington, D.C.; and the

second to the alleged fact that “he was
a paid Cuban-Soviet agent.” A careless
reader might be inclined to think that
the clauses conceptually balance each
other in the sense that the charge of

being an agent somehow explains or
even justifies the horrible deed at

Sheridan Circle.
d
I conjecture that this is not what my
colleague meant. I trust that Professor

Viksnins will agree with me that if
.Letelier violated U.S. laws and regulations he should have been brought to

trial according to due process of Law.
But nothing, absolutely nothing, justi- fies his assassination. Likewise, absol-

utely nothing justifies human rights
violations: be they few or many, be
they committed by a Communist,
totalitarian regime or by a friendly,
authoritarian one.

months; to send someone into exile
without a trial, without legal counsel,

The recent Freshman elections for
Student Senate should be thrown out,
and new elections should be called.

denied other mortals, in being capable
of distinguishing between everyday mil-

publishes

strictly

tion, for example, it is “legal” to arrest

Quin Hillyer

Archdiocese

report on human rights violations after
systematic investigation of every single
case. It is useful, and painful, to read
those reports; not because of the
numbers involved, but because they
show a clear picture of the suffering
actually inflicted on individual human

irrelevant for the victims of abuses.
Imagine a fellow student or one of
your teachers disappearing and then
showing up two weeks later with clear
signs of having been mistreated. Would
you say to him or her: “No big deal. In
Vietnam and Poland many more people go through the same sort of experience, so don’t complain.”?
Comparisons sometimes even point
in the opposite direction. Lech Walesa

do not become the ‘powers that
remains under arbitrary arrest in
clear violation of his rights; Tucapel
constitute the political order”. For
‘Jiménez, the Chilean counterpart of
these people, some of whom may well
possess ‘honorable intentions, are, as“ ‘Walesa, disappeared some months ago
‘and was found the next day— brutally
the historian Michael Howard writes,
murdered.
“marred by naiveté, by intellectual
arrogance, by ignorance, by confused
In order to make a fair assessment
of the human rights situation two things
thinking and sometimes, alas, by sheer
ought to be'closely scrutinized: (I) the
hypocrisy”.
legal framework that regulates the
For all their idealism, liberals cannot
transform the world of international
actions of the authorities, and (2) the
relations from one of power politics
actual record of human rights vioand raison d’état to a realiance upon
lations.
It is public knowledge that Chile is
the supposedly innate peaceableness
governed by decrees issued personally
of man. To renounce completely the
use of nuclear weapons while others
by” General Pinochet and by laws
enacted with the approval of Pinochet
do not, not only places the survival of
by a Junta of four military and police
liberals and those they drag with them
commanders (hardly a parallel to the
in jeopardy, but also endangers the
American Congress!). Those laws and
existence of their own self-esteemed
value systems.
decrees severely restrict rights which
are considered basic and inalienable
. Ridley Gunderson is a senior in the

Natural Law because it leaves individuals unprotected from arbitrary decisions by executive officers.
What about the actual record of
violations? Leaving aside the annual
reports of Amnesty International and
of the Human Rights Commission of
the Organization of American States,
there is a fairly old and respectable
institution in Chile which has a strong
commitment to human rights—a tradition which stems from its Founder.
This is the Catholic Church. In Santiago the Vicariate of Solidarity of the

campaign”

when

she needed. (According to the dictio-

nary, she needed to publicly credit
Tindell to avoid plagiarism. Ann didn’t
know that.) Deroy’s only error was
also excusable—he did not interrupt

his campaign Wednesday night to go
to the Election Commission to clear
his name once he was told that the

cont. from previous column

“plagiarism” accusations had been
posted.
Why should one have been censured

missioners, I must mention two things.

First, both

the statements. made

by

Robert Stenson (about Don Bruckner’s

on-duty defamation of Deroy for belonging to Young Americans for Freedom)

and

by Tim

McDonald

(about

Bruckner's inferral of Deroy’s guilt-by
association with a Student Senator
expelled last year) were backed up by
members of the audience in the Senate hearing.
In McDonald's case, Senator Maxion
testified that he “remembered distinctly
the conversation”.

Second,

Bruckner

himself honestly admitted that he was
tired (he had only had one hour of
sleep), and that he might have said the
things of which he was accused. Statements like these by poll commissioners
are enough, in themselves, to void an
election.
:
Finally, we come to the vote counts
which first had Deroy winning and
then had him coming in fifth, losing
thirteen votes in the process. There
had been no precedent in Student
Senate election history for such a
recount, and that combined with the
varying totals in each recount is enough
to put the results of any of the counts
in doubt.
F
Ann Lowell made a human mistake.

Professor

Gomez-Lobo,

a

Chilean

national, currently teaches Ancient
Philosophy and Ethics in the G.U.
Philosophy Department. He also serves
as Faculty Advisor for Amnesty Inter-

national of G.U.

Deroy Murdock made a human mistake. The Election Commission, in
trying to keep the election clean,
overreacted, and made

take. Don Bruckner,
duress, possibly made
comments. The vote
ner’s own admission,

a human

tried
some
count
was

mis-

and under
ill-advised
by Brucksubject to

“human error.”
Each blunder, while not fully excusable, was nevertheless easily under-

standable. Unfortunately, with so many

flaws in one election, it has no chance
whatsoever of being a valid representation of the deisres of the Freshman
class.

To avoid fiascos such as this in the
future, a few changes need to be made.
First, the election rules need to be
clarified so that the Election Commission will have an easier job. Second,
ballots should be numbered, and should ~

be locked up until the following night
so that the Commission will be rested
to count the votes, and so its members

will have time to examine any irregularities. Third, and most importantly,

the University should recognize our
Student Government by giving it
greater real power (and thus a greater
sense of responsibility). And with such
recognition, the University should
appoint a faculty advisor to help settle confusing cases like this one. With
these

reforms,

maybe

we

can

save

future freshman classes from suffering
through similar comedies of human
error.
Quin

Hillyer,

a freshman

in

the

College of Arts and Sciences is a staff
writer for the HOYA.
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Some Suprising Admissions Facts

recent years, Georgetown is enjoying
a period of popularity right now.
Barron’s Guide to Colleges has moved
Georgetown up a notch on the Ivy level
to “most-competitive” status from
“highly competitive”. Change of adjective or not, the popularity of the Univeristy is tied to financial aid. Although
Georgetown runs lower in tuition costs
than many schools, “college still is not
shifting more

responsi-

bility on the families lately with loans.
But we'd like to certainly raise financial
aid if we can.”
/
the

sure-fire

methods

of

being accepted like string-pulling?
“Nope,” says Deacon, “there are some
predispositions like alumni, a geographical or minority mix, but there is
no ‘in’. It takes me the longest time to
get through to people that I don’t do
all the deciding. The best way of getting in here is still the committee
process.”

amount

of

Location

— classes beginning Nov. 20th
= classes beginning Nov. 27th

Telephone Registering Today
call 800-345-3033
*HURRY, spaces are limited!

PAPER

Christian

Surprisingly, there was no Protestant Campus Ministry last year. A long

search brought the Epperlys to Washington, D.C. Student response to the

typing

volunteers.

evenings & Saturdays. Short walk

for

typing.

night.

Phone

354-

5
needs

GROUP

Meets

every

Monday

Lots of activities to benefit

animals. Call People for the Ethical

reatment of Animals. (202) 7260156.
PING in my home. Variety of

| “Only one of these
pens
Is thin enough

experience. Reasonable rates. IBM
Selectric typewriter. Quick service.
Eves. & weekend. (703) 435-0180.

KAREN
get

AND

wild

GOES”
PM

at

It's the extra-fine rolling ball of Pilot's remarkable new Precise Ball Liner
Pen. (If you haven't guessed which one it is, look at the top photo again.
It’s the trim beauty on the bottom left.)
But unlike the others, the real beauty of Pilot's Precise Ball Liner is
the extra-fine line it puts on paper. It glides smoothly across the page
because its tiny tungsten carbide ball is held securely-within a needle-like
stainless steel collar. A collar that makes the Precise Ball Liner the most
durable, trouble-free rolling ball pen you can buy.

It's letter-writer’'s
joy. An artist's dream.

invite you to

their

“ANYTHING

party. Sunday, Nov. 7th, 9

at NUMBERS.

No cover.

1330

19th St., NW.

MARKETING

below.

DAWN

:

REP needed

to sell

Call

ning to remember.
November

312-871-

Be a part of it.

coming

to G.U.

22.

TYPING SERVICE: Have your term
papers,

reports, etc. typed

profes-

sionally. $1.50 per double spaced
page. Editing also available. Phone

wanted

a

ips.

for concert

Museum
Ask

for

nights

Nightclub.
Rich

at the

Pay plus

Vendig

at 872-

NANCY B. French without wisdom

(HONS

Ballliner

The rolling ball pen that revolutionizes thin writing.

businessman.

Room

No

way!

You'll

always

be

Superwoman to me. Feel better
soon. Love, J.
P.S. Smile!!

NO MORE HEADACHES
—We proide typing (word-processing),
copying,

& mail

home

and

office

are

problem, talking it over with someone
who is objective may be the first step
toward finding a solution.” commented

Dr. Katie Epperly.
Stop by and visit the Reverends
Katie and Bruce Epperly and meet a
‘unique couple who’s spreading the

drop

services.

All

College Weeks
(212) 355-4705

S ren FONE

INTERCOLLEGIATE HOLIDAYS INC.
501 Madison Avenue
’
New York. N'Y 10022

* Plus tax and
services

(212) 355-4705

(800) 223-0694

Georgetown

Wisconsin & K Sts. NW|
333-2897

and

salaried position. 547-1424.

HALF PRICE CUT and styling by
Jon through DECEMBER 1982 with
this ad. Robin Weir & Company—
Washington's Number One Hair

Salon. 861-0444.

RUSH TYPING on IBM typewriter,
Dupont Circle location, $1.75/page.
Call Sally 328-9061.
NEED CREDIT? Information onf
receiving Visa, Mastercard, with no}:
credit check. Other cards available.
Free brochure call Personal Credit
Service: (602) 946-6203, EXT. 6825.
DIAL-A-TYPE—Typing

GREAT LIVE
ROCK & ROLL
EVERY
WEEKEND!
free adm. 7:30-9:00 PM
Sun., Nov. 7,8 & 11 PM

SPYRO

GYRA

Service—

Located off of Shady Grove Road,
Near 270 and Rockville Pike. Resumes, Term Papers, Thesis, Dis-

sertations, Technical Reports, Proofreading, Editing. 963-9303, 9266080.

Five nights lodging in Slopesid
Condos (ski to your front door); 5%
days lifts; parties; $179.00 pp; Bus:
$70.00 pp; call Pat 529-2575 day;
622-2415 eve.

Tues., Wed., Nov. 9, 10,8 & 11 PM

SOUTHSIDE
JOHNNY
& THE
ASBURY JUKES
Thur., Nov.

11,8 & 11

PM

PURE PRAIRIE
LEAGUE
Sun., Nov. 21,8 & 11 PM

STEEL BREEZE

ACE TYPING SERVICE. 2025 Eye}
St. (21st & Penn. Ave.) Room 105)
$1.50-$1.65/double-spaced page|

RUSH JOBS OK. Word Processing}

0000.
eeth?

of our

always open. Although we may not
have the complete solution to your

board in return for part time office
duties. Could lead to full time

BEST SKI TRIPS. SUGARLOAF/
USA, MAINE 1/1-1/7; 1/8-1/14]

NIGHT,

doors

Conf. Rm. and library; 785-0035.
MALE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TRAINEE wanted by interna-

GAMBLING, LIVE ENTERTAINMENT, CHAMPAGNE... An eve-

&. outgoing.

ASINO

The Protestant ministers also operate a personal counseling service. “The

tive downtown offices for part-time
use. $75/MO. including phone, mail,

§1070 or write: SUN & SKI ADVENURES, 2256 N. Clark, Chicago, IL
0614.
:

namic

Wax

panes

student & faculty discount on orders
over $10. Call 289-2040.
FOR RENT: 1717 K St., N.W. Attrac-

CAMPUS
REPS WANTED.
Earn
free trips and $ working on your
campus for America’s number one
student travel organization. Call for
full details, 212-355-4705. Or writ
Inter-collegiate Holidays; 501 Mad
ison Avenue, NY, NY 10022.

SKI & BEACH TRIPS. Earn CASH &
FREE vacations. You must be dy-

Judy: 667-4789.
WAITUPONS/DOORPEOPLE

8

provided

from Union Station Metro Stop. 20%

tional

:
RIGHTS

needs

for carbon copy). Use our address
for mail deliveries. Hours include

Rapidwriter.

expert.

& copying

promptly & efficiently (no charge

ACCURATE
PANIC?!!!

6471.
ANIMAL

LS

in the

5299"

SALESPERSON

mar/spelling

price. It's just a skinny

ministers

Church (Disciples of Christ).

D.C. Departures

TYPING: Research papers, briefs,
resumes, etc. Fast, accurate. Gram-

$1.19.

ordained

Bahamas

Expert-professional-typing, editing
& word processing. Call 864-7313
for rates.

Ball Liner doesn't have a big, fat

Central Michigan University in Mount
Pleasant, Michigan. They are both

Protestant word throughout the Georgetown campus!

965-3688.

A scribbler’s delight.
One more fine point: the Pilot Precise

both meet every other week. The
newest venture is a Protestant Choir
under the direction of Ms. Terry Thatcher. Students of every denomination
are welcome to join any of these
groups.

Epperly, “Through pastoral contacts

gm
&

Hall and

(an interfaith study and support group)

FClass

FAST

are Fr. Jerome

mont. Most recently, the husband and
wife team taught and ministered at

HOY A—

PART-TIME

(moderators

2

a large

be-

clude the Spiritual Growth Group
(facilitator is Rev. Bruce Epperly) and
the Bible Study group (directed by
Rev. Katie Epperly and Fr. Joseph
Michini). The Peace Issues Study Group

* from the School of Theology at Clare-

with praise and song. Noted Dr. Katie

has

important,

being held today and tomorrow at the
Dwelling Place. Weekly meetings in-

the Epperlys) and Women & Religion

uate school to get into.

student

are

cial event sponsored by the Protestant
Ministry. A retreat emphasizing “Christian Vocation and Career Goals” is

received her Doctor of Ministry degree

the

interview

EMPLOYER

to draw the line

from California by way of Michigan.
Bruce received his Ph.D. from the
Claremont Graduate School and Katie

cause they are the only points where

alumni

Of course, all this admissions stuff is

busy retail shop in Georgetown.
Must have retail experience and be
able to work a flexible schedule.
261-2907. Non-smokers only.

I

son, Matthew, arrived at Georgetown

chapel is not the only activity or spe-

?

all

Tucked away in a remote corner of

the East Campus is the Protestant
Ministry office, the central headquarters for numerous activities planned
by and for the over 1500 Protestants of
the Georgetown community. Sharing
Loyola 101 are the Reverends Katherine and Bruce Epperly, Georgetown’s
new Protestant ministers.
The Epperlys and their two-year-old

we are in touch with over a hundred
students; we hope to have that many
attending worship service by the end
of this year.”
The 10:30 service in the Copley Hall

PN meen

And

Staff Writer

Went

We're

HOYA

tin

cheap.

by Skip Horne

new ecumenical services has been very
good. On an average Sunday one might
find thirty-five to forty Protestant worshippers filling St. William’s Chapel

WE'RE PASSED THE MAIL REGISTRATION
DEADLINE, BUT YOU CAN GUARANTEE
~ A PLACE BY*

GMAT review sessions.

Deacon, “about 80% that apply are
highly capable if we had the space.”
Although the number of students
applying to college has fallen off in

happily behind all of us; but before
you relax for some easy A’s in a turk
course, don’t forget. There’s still grad-

Convenient Washington

|

Protestant Good News

of GUNS. (Sorry, SFSers. You aren't
the hardest school to get into.) Notes

Fe

the student who got B’s or C’s in really
challenging courses.” Sorry valdictorians— only one in three got into Georgetown this past year, while well over
half of those accepted took advanced
placement courses.
Dictionary-sized extra-curricular activities might not get an applicant quite
as far as thought. Comments Deacon,
“We'd like to see someone more
accomplished in one thing, than to see
a long list. We're looking for depth of
involvement rather than amount.”
The essay (dreaded by all) and the

|

Dec. 4th LSAT
Dec. 11® GRE

at-home tape preparation for LSAT and

and

Arts and Sciences are accepted, 30%

of SFS and SBA, 45% of SLL, and 70%

The Reverends Bruce and Katie Epperly.

mr Tn

first criteria is academic,

Deacon, “if the student got straight
A’s in an easy course, we'd rather take

9000 Rockville Pike
Bldg. 12A, Room 3013
Bethesda, MD 20205

. Finest teaching staff available
® 36-40 hrs. of classroom instruction
© An additional 30-40 hrs. of convenient

the

with scores on SATs over 1300 were
not accepted (and you were so proud
of those 660s). Georgetown pays alot
of attention to the academic initiative
of the student, the competition that
the student faced through school. Says

Public Health Service

Testing Preparation Services

that

has no cut off point for test scores, and
surprisingly over half the applicants

496-6951 or send an SF-171 and a list of college courses to:
National Institute of Health

Shoemaker-Kusko

care

not the much-acclaimed test scores
from the people at ETS. Georgetown

Free or Sharon Reed,

OPPORTUNITY

didn’t

Available. Call: 466-8973
966-8810 (evening).

(day),

NEEDED:
Editor/translator for 4
Spanish papers of 10-20 type
pages each. Paying $5./hr. Pleas
call Isabel at 387-5624.

Tues., Nov. 23, 9 PM ONLY

GREG ALLMAN
Sun.,

Nov. 28,8 & 11

from “Saturday

PM

Night Live”

EDDIE MURPHY

PHOTOGRAPHY. Learn to proces
and print black-&-white film in pie
month workshop taught by certified
teacher/artist. Chemistry, darkroom
included. Julie Linowes 528-6515.

Pe

The

Students interested in working at least 15 hours a week in

AN EQUAL

they

are rejected. The other halves of the
top and bottom are then placed in the
big middle pool for decision.

~ Students must have a knowledge of a computer language

the computer field should call Donna

no,

half are confirmed, and half the lower

Mathematics
or PL/I.

in

envelope was smudged by your little
brother before you got to mail it), the
files are split in three pools: high,
middle and lower. Most files are read
by three to four members; half the top

Computer Science

FORTRAN,

are

i

no,

“has several part-time openings for full-time students majoring

such as COBOL,

all of them

But what about the individual starting his or her trip to the Hilltop? First,
after receiving all applications (No,

:
:
DIVISION OF
:
COMPUTER RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

In:

not

et et

schools (and
New Jersey).

FY

made up of three faculty members, an
assistant dean from each school, one
student, and a member of the admissions staff. Each admissions committee is so composed because notes
Charles Deacon, director of admissions, “the old standard is that the
faculty is looking for the scholars, the
student is looking for the well-rounded
student, and the admissions staff member is looking for strategy
—a balance,
alumni kid. The admissions process is
one of individual judgement, and with
all different types involved in the
admissions process, we get a great
mix. That way instead of a lot of dark
secretness, there is light in the choosing
of students who go here, since so
many are involved.”
A preliminary meeting decides what
the importnat characteristics for the
coming class will be, and what criteria
are the highest for that year. According
to Deacon, geographical mix has been
important over the recent years. Although it may seem as if everyone

interviewers can give good summaries
of an applicant to the committees in a
subjective vein. “The on-campus interview,” says Deacon, “is only for infor‘mation to the applicants. They should
relax and enjoy the visit.” (And you
were doubly proud of that natty new
suit you wore for your interview here
to impress).
The percentage of accepted applicants at this University is rather low.
Only 23% that apply to the College of

Tm

each school and five in all, are

useful to the staff, since many alumni

3

Georgetown pulls over 40 percent from
six different states, while another
college might have a majority from
only four states. Presently, students
this year come from 900 different high |

admissions
essay with a
understand
through it.
also getting

T=

the second most diverse. (Duke wins
the diversity prize.) This means that

personal contact. The
members don’t attack the
red pencil, but do try to
the student's personality
The alumni interview
is

a

from

you've met here comes from the
mid-Eastern states, compared to 30
colleges in the country, Georgetown is

NI

All of us can remember the tension
of applying to college. Rumors flew
wildly about what the schools were
looking for: high SATs, extra-curricular activities, top class rank, an uncle
who was an alumnus, a super interview.
Junior year spring was spent canvassing
the country looking at innumerable
campuses, each with the obligatory
tour. We worked feverishly over the
application, making sure everything
was perfect so the admissions person
would think we were. The waiting was
perhaps the worst part.
The day the letter was supposed to
come, we camped in front of the
mailbox. When the mailman finally
arrived and shoved the mail unceremoniously into the box, we trembled
as we grabbed the suspiciously thinlooking letter, sure it was a rejection.
Thin letters always meant rejection,
and this one looked as if it had been
dieting for some time. It had to be bad
news.
But we got in to Georgetown, and
that rite of passage was well behind us
happily forgotten. But how and why
did each of us get into this school?
e admissions committees at Georgetown University are again beginning

their process of selecting the class of
1987, and with well over 8,500 applicants expected this year for only about
1,200 spots, that process we all went
through was no easy task for any of
the parties involved.
The admissions committees, one

%

by Kara Swisher
HOYA Staff Writer

- Tickets at Ticketron
And The Bayou
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~ Features
GU Job Servicing Is Flourishing

3

Simmons
Wiggles
No More

jim

HOYA

ever, is a pitiful bundle of wasted life if
I ever saw one. He makes John Dean
look like a mean dude. What’s worse,

my wife is crazy over him.
“He’s so cute,” my wife squealed as
she bounced up and down to some
awful disco music. “He’s so smart,
too—you know he’s made millions on
his diet books.”
i
That did it. If a queer like Simmons
can make millions selling diet books to

been

should have been a comedian.
a

few

days

ago,

I was

“Good

Morning

America.”

Just

' fat

housewives,

as I

made

able

“Francis,”

hammer

the next one

came

spur,

on. My

is wrong

Wesson into a holster, slipped a few
rounds of ammo into my pocket, and

and grip filler given to me by my wife
on my 28th birthday, the show ended
and

something

with America. This was clearly a case
of justifiable homicide.
I quickly shoved the Smith and

began oiling my Smith and Wesson
.375 magnum revolver with a 3}; inch
barrel, quick draw ramp front, adjustrear sights, wide

erally-funded College Work-Study Pro-

\

their pants down! Ha Ha Ha. I swear, I
Anyway,

in the

Jean Daly, who coordinates the program, explained that the Job Location
and Development division of the fed-

working on my next book —a collection
of humorous antecdotes about dead
people. This is one of my favorites:
What do FDR and Nelson Rockefeller
have in common? They both died with

cleaning my gun collection on the
dining room table while watching

registered

the ERS office to get in touch with
their prospective employers.

profits from my books and college
appearances. Why? —because I owe a
few hundred thousand dollars in fines
from my activities in the so-called
Watergate scandal.
What, you may ask, does an unemployed espionage expert do in subI've

have

GU

outside the office; students register in

recently got a court order seizing the

Well,

areas with

moving or working at parties). All job
openings are posted in the hallway

operations in suburban Maryland.
Those bozos in the Justice Department

a reservation to Los Angeles.
I yelled

as I marched

out

the door, “I'll be back in a few days.”
“OK

face

honey,” she cried, “kill a few

commies for me.”
¢ No problem, I thought. No problem.
Once I got to L.A., I went right to
the studio. I found Simmons in his
dressing room with a beautiful young
blond in a provocative tennis outfit.
Simmons’ limp wristed hands were
dropping chunks of low-cal cheese into
a fondue pot.
“Thith ith how I make my spethel
chip dip,” Simmons lisped.
The blond watched him in wide-

twisted with revulsion—some poor
excuse for a male human being filled
the screen with his gyrating posterior.
“Who is that slime?” I screamed.

“Richard Simmons, silly,” my tall

blond Aryan wife calmly responded as
she trotted into the living room wearing
a tight body suit and began following
Simmons in his so-called exercise
routine.
Now, I consider myself a tolerant
human being. Not everyone, 1 realize,

eyed admiration. How can millions of

women be attracted to such a loser? A
sick communist plot, I decided, was
the only rational explanation. Once

can achieve my highly-toned balance
of intellect, strength, and self control.

This Richard Simmons creature, how-

gram
again,

I would

have

to

kill for

my

country. I quickly burst into the room.
“Who are you?” Simmons screamed
as I ran toward him, aiming my revolver squarely between his beady
fright-filled eyes.
!
“A real man,” I cried as I threw the
fondue pot aside and placed my free
‘hand over the open flame. “A real
man,” I calmly explained to the blond,
“doesn’t wiggle his ass in a tight
workout suit or cook diet food in front
of millions of fat housewives. A real
man eats pizza and drinks beer and
watches football. A real man can
withstand massive amounts of selfinflicted pain. A real man exterminates
un-American types like that worm in
the corner.”
¢
“Don’t hurt me,” Simmons pleaded
as the smell of my roasting hand filled
the room.
i
“Forget it, slime!” I cried as I blew a
hole in his forehead with a hot slug of
lead. “This country doesn’t need your
kind.”
“Oh, your poor hand,” the blond
sighed. She pulled my arm from the
flame and planted a wet soothing kiss
on my palm. “Let me take you home
so I can dress this. I've never met a
real man before.”
The pain shot up my arm as I shoved
the hot 3! inch barrel back in its
holster. “Baby,” I said, “I just might let
you do that. Let’s blow this joint.”
THE END

the population

we're looking to help

Capitol Hill. Daly cautioned that
“everyone wnats a high-paying office

Georgetown

Employment

up for permanent part-time jobs, the

For the past few weeks, I've been
forced to hide out at my base of

especially those ineligible for financial
aid but still in need of money. “That’s

400 students

the

child care pool, or the on-call temporary pool (mostly one-day jobs like

undesirables such as journalists, com-

students,’

gas station attendants and babysitters
to clerical jobs and internships on

cutbacks,

created

ERS office in White-Gravenor basement, room G-03. Students may sign

mies, and liberal Democrats.

help

want jobs.
Since the fall semester began, about

Metro

My name: G. Gordon Liddy. My
occupation: former FBI agent, former
White House hatchet man, convicted
felon, author, and popular college
lecturer. My hobbies: gun collecting,
reading spy novels, and killing social

bureaus

students who

aid

Referral Service (ERS). ERS links
employers in the Georgetown and

Lawsuit Candidate

Maryland?

cost of living and
more college stuever before. last
to recent federal

These

the most,” said Daly.
The ERS contacted over 500 businesses last summer, many in Georgetown, asking if part-time jobs were
available. Many businesses responded
with job offerings.
All kind of jobs are available, from

financial

by Mr. Moose

urban

ERS.

Features Editor

Increases in the
tuition are forcing
dents to work than
April, in response
University

HOYA

the country to open bureaus like the

by Jim Horan

has encouraged

colleges across

job, but they're not always easy to
come by.” Most jobs require little experience or skills, so “students interested

clerical jobs.”
One GU student worked on a Presidential

task

force

this

summer,

a

position she found out about through
the Employment Referral Service. The
most interesting jobs are usually the
one-day ventures. Many students sign
up for one or more of the temporary
job categories for income. The different categories, typists, general office

clerks, word

processors, computer

programmers, researchers, data entry
operators, and odd jobs, allow students

to experience
tions.

a wide range of posi-

The Employment Referral Service

Many local retailers want to hire
only employees who can work over
Christmas vacation, so not many posi-

has been very successful since it
opened seven months ago, and its
future looks even brighter. Beginning
next semester, everything will be
computerized and student records will
be quickly matched with job offerings.
As the staff expands, a peer counseling
service like that offered at the University of Maryland may open. Daly

tions

concluded,

in career-oriented jobs should probably
contact the Career Planning and Placement Office.”

are

available

in

local

stores.

Surprisingly, relatively few students
work in restaurants. Daly said this
potential market “has not yet been
developed since most students want

working
of the
There's
quickly

“A lot more

students are

now than in the past because
skyrocketing cost of living.
a gap to be filled.” The ERS is
filling that gap.
:

THE JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION
“ON THE RAZZLE” at the Arena

Theater, $7.“

November 21, 6:30 p.m., Call Howie at 338-3424
UJA Brunch with Herman Taub, poet
November 14, 11:00 a.m., Healy Program Room
Friday Night SHABBAT services and dinner
/
November 19, 6:00 p.m., The JSA House, $3.” for Meal
HAYRIDE with University of Maryland, $4.

‘Call for reservation — 338-3424

|

Meet 6:15 p.m. at Healy Gates O Transportation provided
HEBREW Club Social

8:00 p.m. JSA House

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS*
presents

ELECTIONS 1982
Thursday, November

18

David Broder
Chief Political Correspondent
~ The Washington Post
TIME: 4:00 p.m.
PLACE: Room 2166, Lefrak Hall
“Why the Winners Won”
Monday, November 22

ALBERT HUNT

:

Chief Congressional Correspondent
The Wall Street Journal
TIME:
2:30 p.m.
PLACE: Room 1400
Marie Mount Hall
“Politics in the Next Two Years”
*The School of Public Affairs is a new professional program being offered by
the University of Maryland. The program will offer a professional Masters Degree
withspecializationsingovernmentandtheprivateeconomy, publicmanagementand
intergovernmental policy, and national security. The curriculum will focus on
politics, economics,

ethics, quantitative analysis, and other skills.

For further information contact Lyn Chasen (454-7238).

“For Men & Women’

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR STUDENTS
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© GOOD THRU NOV. 30, 1982

3201 New Mexico Ave, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

ocation in Sutton Center Shopping Plaza
FREE

PARKING

i

5
$
i
i
i

OPEN:
WEEKDAYS

3

8:30-7:00

The finest ale brewed and bottled in Canada. Imported by Martlet Importing Co., Inc., Great Neck, N.Y. © 1982.
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Arts
At The Movies: A Guide To The D.C. Moviehouses (Part 3)

by the

week’s

article will examine

the

remaining cinemas.
In 1957 Ted and Jim Pedas bought

Dupont Circle Theatre

5612 Conn. Ave., N.W.

theatre

with good

sound and a large screen. Recent
openings there include Rocky III, A
Midsummer Night's Sex Comedy, and
The Road

Warrior.

If such is the case with a movie that
you wish to see, do not hesitate; just
go to the Embassy. A superior theatre
and an exceptionally nice staff will
make it well worth your while.

785-2300

The Avalon is one of those old large
moviehouses, which when twin and
triplex theatres came into vogue as well
as becoming an economic necessity,
cut off the balcony to form a second
floor screening room. The Avalon 1 is
a large, spacious

in the city (usually the KB Cerberus).

1332 Conn. Ave., N.W.

966-2600

However, the up-

stairs theatre is cramped and uncomfortable. Luckily the films that play
there are usually the ones whose audiences have grown too small to justify
the use of the larger theatre. The price
is $4.50 as it is at almost all of these

HONEY
GU
625-4194

The Dupont Circle Theatre is one
of the smaller theatres in the chain
and is usually reserved for those movies
whose commercial appeal is a little
less than most. It is essentially a neigh-

Inner Circle

borhood theatre and in the past has
shown The Rose, Nijinsky, Personal

"or shopping
movie.

and wish

to

take

Theatre

although

the

theatre

is cursed

the wall, this problem is partially offset
by the theatre’s semi-reclining seats.
The Outer Circle 4849 Wisc. Ave.

244-3116

The Outer Circle (it should be men-

tioned that the name is a bit of a
misnomer since the theatre is not
located near any known traffic circle)

theatre), the Inner Circle provides the

best proof of the Circle Theatre chain’s
support and concern for film buffs by
playing films there that would not play
anywhere else because of their dubious
commercial appeal but are still valuable. Shows at the Inner Circle have
included socio-political documentaries

in a

Embassy Circle 1927 Florida Ave,
387-1344
Sandwiched between the Dupont
Circle and Adams Morgan neighborthe Embassy

2105 Penn. Ave., N.W.
331-7480

Located right next door to the Circle
Theatre (Washington’s best repertory

Best, The World According to Garp,
and currently features the Bette Midler
starring Jinxed!. The Dupont Circle is
a perfect theatre for people who have
been walking around the neighborhood

hoods,

(In Our Water, The War at Home and
El Salvador-Another
Viet Nam),
foreign films (Pixote), and first run

sees its

Hollywood films which were either
pushed out of a larger theatre due to
lagging appeal or opened there be-

screens constantly filled with action

is what is known in Variety as an “arthouse”. It plays mostly foreign films
(one of the many things along with
white wine, quiche lorraine, and liberal
politics that you are supposed to learn
to appreciate while you are at college
—but foreign films are a lot more
fun). The Outer Circle charges $4.50
on weekends, $4 during the week, and

$3 for weekday matinees. It is a smaller than normal twin theatre that usually
provides a very relaxed atmosphere
for more serious moviegoers.
Next week the series will continue
with the remaining first run moviehouses of Washington.

=

adventure films and cheap horror ex-

THE WOMEN'S COMPREHENSIVE
HEALTH CENTER PROVIDES
the services women most
often need when seeking

625-6368

health care.

Specialized, integrated care is offered in:

2 4

Re propic
0

00

Sn

Obstetrics & Gynecology

or

Family Planning

Podiatry

Internal Medicine

Nutrition
Mental Health

Dermatology
Spanish Spoken

confidential
N=

ay

opm - 2am

all cally

'Mon-Thur
Fri & Sat

Convenient Hours:
By Appointment Only

9 am to 9 pm
9 am to 4 pm

LZ

Located 4 Blocks From Dupont Circle Metro
1700 17th St., N.-W.
Washington, DC 20009
For information or appointment call

483-4400

General Food

WOMEN S
COMPREHENSIVE
HEALTH CENTER—

ATioNAl ro

“Sparen Sie 30¢”

YOUR OWN
PRESSURE

Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon.

Bahamas

“Economisez 30¢”

D.C. Departures

S stan

Creamy rich, with an orange twist.

10022

FOR

OT

to

make

up

fp ianiin

Y
ST

¢ Voluminous home-study materials
constantly updated by researchers expert in their field.
* Opportunity to transfer to and
continue study at any of our

244-1436

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

““Risparmia 30¢”

GUN
Ww

+ over 85 centers.

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

NOV

missed

lessons.

4201 Connecticut Ave, NW,
Washington, D.C. 20008

- Ww

SOCIAL

Vv.

HARACORE

| “Save 30
30¢”
__
eed

DS INTERNA JONAL COFFEES,
Puerto Rico and U.S. Gov't. Install. Cash value: 1/20¢.
Jothe retailer. General Foods Corp Iwill reimburse you
Coupon will not be honored if presented through outfor the face value of this coupon En 7¢ for handling if
.side agencies, brokers or others who are not retail
you receive it on the sale of the specified product and if
distributors of our merchandise or specifically authoupon request
submit evidence of purchase thereof
rized by us to present coupons for redemption. For
satisfactory
to General Foods Comp. Coupon may not
redemption of properly received and handled
be assigned, transferred or reproduced. Customer
must
any
sales tax. Void where prohibited, |aeneraLrooos | coupon, mall to: General Foods Corp., PO. Box
1083, Kankakee, IL 60!
taxedoY
or restricted by law. Good only in USA.
30¢
This coupon good only on purchase of product indicated. Any other use constitutes fraud.
ZS

oe 304

GROWTH Seminars on relationships, marriage,

developing your potential.
{

INSURRECT ION
FAITH

& DOUBLE
3PM
$3
HU
NOV
TOMMY
KEENE
$3

TURNING

OFFER EXPIRES
BOOKSTORE

© Genera Foods Corporation 982

TUE

&

VIDEO

DANCE

CHECK

OUT

POINT

Old Town Alexandria
Silver Spring

— December 15, 1982

703/836-1100
301/587-3300
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WED
PARTY®

THE

/
TUE -FRI
SPECIAL
OL IGHT

AT
4PM
PRICES
IMAGES®

FIRST THREE MONTHS MEMBERSHIP FREE WITH
THIS ADVERTISEMENT TO WOMEN WHO MEET THE
CRITERIA OF—
the national singles organization that has been
featured on PM MAGAZINE and on NBC's TODAY show.

7

MATINEE

a

mn wn wy

INTRODUCTIONSMeet professional, young men who
have been screened for compatibility with you!
SOCIAL EVENTS Hay rides, dances, parties, biking,
brunches, theatre and more!
TRAVEL Singles tours to far-away places for a song!

6

we

FOR LADIES ONLY

SUICIDE
NOV

MEDIUM
MEDIUM
GO
DEO
C

EVERY

Delicate and aromatic, with just a kiss of amaretto flavoring.

5

CLUB

ea

SWISS STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVERAGE

Ne
ON InrernaT

¢ Opportunity

i PN ea

days,

12-LENNY KAYE
W/ SHOCKABILLY
13-RUBBER RODEO
W/ INCREDIBLE
:
CASUALS
14-BAD BRAINS
W/ SCREAM

in 7m ea

open

pT aT mm

Centers

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
GRE PSYCH & BIO © MAT « PCAT « OCAT VAT « TOEFL
St NMB « VQE* ECFMG * FLEX © NDB « NLE

Rich and chocolatey Swiss.

at: UNIVERSITY

New York. N'Y

(212) 355-4705 (800) 223-0694

evenings and weekends.
* Low hourly cost. Dedicated fulltime staff.
¢ Complete TEST-n-TAPESMfacilities
for review of class lessons and
supplementary materials.
e Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

“Epargnez 30¢”

Available

HOLIDAYS INC.

501 Madison Avenue

™ se

* Permanent

Delicious, like a chocolate after-dinner mint.

GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION
J
i
mmm

ibbiNe®
DI
RECOLLEGIATE

MCAT .LSAT-GMAT
SAT-ACT-DAT-GRE .-CPA

“Sabhail 30¢”

PEE

* Plus tax and
services

PREPARE

i

STORE COUPON

rates. Pick up and delivery.

No work too large or too small
CALL 548-3855, Charlotte

(212) 355-4705

S«I.0.A.,P.0.Bx.7391
8616 2ND AVENUE
SIT.WER SPRING,MD 20907

--

dissertations, resumés, cover
letters, telephone dictation,
word processing, et al.
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The Avalon Theatre

the Circle chain has grown to its present size by purchasing theatres from
other chains that were abandoning the
area such as Loew’s and Stanley Warner, as well as building new moviehouses. At a time when most local
exhibitors are remaining static or even
selling off and closing down theatres
the Circle group is expanding. Their
newest expansion is the purchase of
the MacArthur Theatre which is being
remodeled and will reopen at Christmas with an exclusive engagement of
The Dark Crystal.
Of all the major films to open in the:
Washington area so far this year, between 70-80% of them played at a
Circle Theatre. The Circle chain seems
dedicated to putting on the best show
for its customers and in the area of
first run movies in Washington, their

and

with a smallish screen placed high on

—

are owned

Chase to see a flick at the Avalon 2.

Circle opened. In the succeeding years

cause of the lack of another screen.
Admission at the Inner Circle is $4,

RRS ESTEE

to be nine)

Circle Theatre chain. This week’s
~ column will look at this group while

ploitation flicks. But the Embassy does
have one of the areas larger screen
and one of the best sound systems.
Quite often the movie playing there
will often be playing somewhere else

a

Circle and soon afterward, the Outer

‘theatres. Just do yourself a favor and
avoid making the trip up to Chevy

rE

* moviehouse). A decade later, the Inner

Some complaints have surfaced over
the first two parts of this series on area
movies theatres. Most of you do not
care where to see the old, junky
movies—you want to know where to
see the new, junky movies. Well, as in
most things, Washington runs very
closely behind New York City with
respect to first run movies. Each year
only a very small percentage of movies
never make the trip down I-95, and
more often than not the wait is rarely
more than a few weeks.
Within the District, there are seventeen theatres which can be considered
first-run moviehouses. Of these, eight
(soon

theatres, explored at length below represent the best buys for your entertainment dollar.

the Circle Theatre (now D.C.’s oldest’

by Bill Henry
Special to the HOYA

ET
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Arts
Benjamin Makes Directorial Debut

O’Toole In Very Good Year
by William Kozy
Special to the HOYA

My Favorite Year is not my favorite
film of the year, but it certainly is one

of the funniest along with Night Shift,
.and Young Doctors In Love. Richard
Benjamin, the human in Westworld

and nephew in The Sunshine Boys,
‘makes his directorial debut with My
Favorite Year and displays a deft touch
at comedy, although his inexperience
with directing may be the factor that

NRBQ

its best offers pure entertainment
without pretensions or predicaments.

AtGU

And tonight at 9 p.m., the SEC will
present one of the only manifestations
of pure entertainment rock has to
offer in the 1980's, NRBQ.

Special to the HOY A

Rock and roll is two things. On the
one hand, rock music tries to make

itself known, to tell you what is. When
Johnny Rotten of the Sex Pistols growls
“We mean it man,” you become inun-

dated with one man’s way of life and
so discover the naked truth behind our

NRBQ

(New

Rhythm

and

Blues

Quartet) have worked hard and long
to receive a permanent place in the
rock and roll hierarchy. Since 1968,
this band of eclectic musicians has
toured America and released eight
solid albums stocked-full with foun-

LSAT
GMAT

(Serpico, Play It Again Sam, Annie
Hall) with his fast paced, pudgy-cheeked
speech.

He

makes

for an

endearing

fact, the two films are similar in that

' vokes little interest as far as the story

from

becoming

as

through life, shunning responsibility.

mostly illusory world. Yet rock music
is not limited to this particular mode
of expression. In fact, rock and roll at

time for rehearsals; Swann guest stars
on the show that week. Linn-Baker
reminds me of a young Tony Roberts

wonderful as, say last year’s Arthur. In

Year

they feature an alcoholic center-ofattention who glides gleefully drunk

SEC Concert

comedy show. He is assigned to the
job of keeping Swann sober and on

character. However, Jessica Harper as
* his big-foreheaded love interest pro-

prevented

tainhead innocence, never once aspir-

Peter O'Toole with his boyish handsomeness and often flippant manner is
perfectly cast as the irrepressible movie
star, Alan Swann. O'Toole is one of

ing to the often ridiculous notions of

my

“intellectual” rock and roll. Yet even
against similar party bands (Southside
Johnny and the Jukes, for instance)
NRBQ emits diverse outpurings of
danceable, downright funky tunes in

partiality with his expert handling of

.NRBQ and the Whole Wheat rock the Hall of Nations tonight.

role debut (they can’t tell me, “... and
introducing Mark Linn-Baker” because
I've seen this guy before somewhere.
All right, maybe on TV) as the freshman writer on a popular 1954 television

favorite actors and

slapstick,

confirms

sophistication,

this

rowdiness,

and charm.
Mark Linn-Baker makes his major

an effort to keep the audiences on
their toes. NRBQ moves from soul to
swing to blues in an exuberant aural’

goes and in fact the sub-plot between
her and Linn-Baker gets lost along the
way.
Joseph Bologna plays the show's’
host, King Kaiser, a sort of Sid Caesar

figure. He alternates between repulsiveness and charming roguishness, but
Bologna always maintains a commanding screen presence

despite

his con-

stant habit of glancing quickly from
side to side in conversation. When
. Bologna and O’Toole share the stage

Peter O’ Toole acts British.

on screen.a definite surge of excitement flashes off the screen, warming
over the audience.
Bill Macy (Maude) as the head writer, and Lainie Kazan as Linn-Baker’s

Jewish Brooklyn mother fill out the
film nicely in supporting roles.
The screenplay, by Norman Steinberg (the possible basis for LinnBaker's character,

kaleidoscope of cheek to cheek fun.
Like pianist Terry Adams exclaims:
“We're not gonna come out and throw
body slams to get on the radio.”
Now ultimately, it doesn’t matter at

all whether these guys hit number one.
Since music at its finest is one big
party, NRBQ delivers every time.
Check out the show tonight (along
with Evan Johns and the H-Bombs) at
9 and see what I mean. Rock and roll

delivers a terrific monologue involving
hero worship and the distinction between the actor and his portrayal of
the hero; I only wish this wonderful
theme was played up more throughout.
Finally,

funny,

IBEX REVIEW COURSE

(301) 340-3003 {(301)840-3005 |

heroic, screwy,

and

Drunk, but happy.

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

presents

McDonough

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

Arena

8:00 p.m.
$4.00 General Admission
$2.00 Students with ID

Proceeds to benefit
Patrick F. Healy Scholarship Fund
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BLUE-GRAY GAME

9

this

DON'T MISS this first game of the
NATIONALLY RANKED HOYAS!

touching.

Art
Call 625-4554

UR BSN IS WORTH AN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.

Tuesday November

in

The HOYA wants
your input.

°°°pUBLIC RELATIONS®°°
High Energy, Attractive Students
with large following of party
people needed to represent,
promote and host Dance Parties
at two of Washington's most
exciting clubs. Part time.
Contact: Michael or Karen at
463-8890, 11 AM to 3 PM.

Classes at Marriott-Key Bridge
Rosslyn, Virginia

is a climax

Worth the price of admission alone.

At 5S p.m.

past 50 consecutive exams.

there

movie which rivals all my other favorite movie endings. All at once it is

&

The Professor

Our nationwide course taught
by same local attorneys for

Stein-

ters. Near the film’s end, Linn-Baker

never felt so good!

Nanny

also named

berg?) and Dennis Palumbo is like a
well-written gag show with lots of jokes
spread out (although not many kneeslappers). The nice thing about their
script is the affection for their charac-

Every
5 Seconds
America Po DS

the Big Canad

an!

Get ready to try the big, clean taste
of O'Keefe. O'Keefe's gonna become
America’s favorite Canadian brew.

~ OKeefe se
Imported by Century Importers, Baltimore, Maryland
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Jeff Scharpf

Offense Fizzles
In Defeat At

Georgetown Campus

Excitement

filled

the

air

any

last

Sunday when most of the Intramural
Playoff berths were decided before
hundreds of devoted Intramural observers.
.
The day opened with the long awaited Crazy 8s-Captain Dimitri clash,
which offered one of the best games of
the season. With the help of a strong

line, the Dimitri squad had enough
time to hit open receivers for three
T.D.’s, giving them a one point lead
over the Crazy 8's going into the final
minutes.

With only one play left in the game,
the 8's tossed the ball deep into the
endzone only to have it slip through
the hands of a falling receiver, giving
Captain Dimitri a 20-19 victory.
Next came the game which left 2nd
Loyola a shutout victor over rival 2nd
Copley giving the Loyola team a perfect 5-0 record and a division title.
Showing the quality of a true East
Campus powerhouse, Loyola walked
onto the field and took control under
the strong command of James “Ubermensch” O’ Shay, who helped the

Trujillo was recruited by Boston College, Bucknell, Columbia, Georgetown, Maryland, and the Naval Academy. Despite having a chance to play
Division I, a combination of family
concerns and academic goals, along

each other in the finals. McCarthy
would've been able to earn more points
for Georgetown. The Lady Hoyas
finished second with 17 points to Syracuse, which amassed 34 points while
placing players in all six singles finals.
Kemper had high praise for McCarthy. “She played exceptionally

Kemper’s

women

finished

se-

ed a playoff spot over the weekend,
along with those masters of Intramural

stopped cold in singles play and were
tied for sixth in the men’s tournament.
Suzanne Kuhlman continued her
winning ways in capturing the women’s singles championship by beating

ment,

but

Rich

Bausch’s

men

were

well,” said Kemper

nament on Saturday ten of Georgetown’s players were chosen to play for
the Washington College Association

five saves.

at the Southeast Tournament. Clearly,

the Hoyas had a fine season.
The Hoyas’ record was 7-2 when
they met American University’s nationally ranked team at home on October 20. A.U. overpowered Georgetown 6-0.

In their next game at UMBC Georgetown suffered a 1-2 loss. Both of
UMBC’s goals were scored in the first
half of the game, putting the pressure
on the Hoyas to come back in the
second. Spurred on by Beth Anderson’s
goal in the last five minutes of the

Georgetown

the teams

Rob

falling to the St. John’s team, 6-3, 6-4.

The Big East chose this year not to
seed individual players, and the policy

hurt both of Georgetown’s teams. The
men’s team in particular had poor luck
in the draw, facing four division winners in the first round. Only freshman
Gred Ficery won his first round singles
match playing at third singles, but he
fell in the semifinals in three sets.
In second seed women’s singles McCarthy and Paula Schaefer of Syracuse
played a grueling three set match which

Georgetown,”

In response to the number of her
players chosen to represent the Washington College Association Coach Gal-

man and Fran McCabe, who made one

extremely

proud—they

all

of her infamous drives on a corner to
score a goal. During the second half

hard,

I think

deserve

ligan said, “I'm excited for them and
and

they

worked
the

honor.” Galligan is also thrilled with
the record. She feels that, “. .. having
had such a young team, as this one
was, we could have had a much less
impressive season, but the girls worked
well together, were enthusiastic, and

a

mann, Robin Seidman, and Leslie Sklar

(senior co-captain Jo Ames) the team

Back at home, Georgetown had no

to play on the first team and Jo Ames,
Peggy Franck, Fran McCabe, Marta

can look forward to improving their
impressive record next year.

the

Hoyas

pushed

to score

II

17 consecutive dual matches last year,

dropped off the team early in October
to improve her grades. Kemper is
hoping

that

the

power-hitting

junior

and

Kuhlman,

who

has

never lost a dual singles match in her
college career, to dominate Division II

tennis this spring.
Besides those three, Kemper’s squad
will feature tough competition among
juniors Jeanne Weiland and Therese
Aylward and a number of strong freshman for starting spots. Asked how the
team’s prospects looked for the spring,
Kemper laughed and said, “Oh, if we
get Valentina back, we should be
great.”

Soccer Loses Again,
Coach Disappointed

singles players in the conference. Kemper said that if the two had been
seeded, they probably would've faced

mody, Mary Allys Heeg, Terri Low-

tying goal but could not pull it off.

also

percentage points—by the book doubles.”

to Coach Kemper, the two best second

were willing to learn, all of which
made the difference.” With only one
player graduating after this season

game,

Division

Schaefer and McCarthy are, according

with a 5-0 win over Washington Bible
College. Beth Anderson scored the
first goal of the game and was followed in the first half by Robin Seid-

lege. There, selectors chose Laura Car-

and

played excellent doubles tennis,” said
Bausch. “They played consistent, high

Schaefer eventually won, 3-6, 7-5, 6-1.

held in North Carolina in November.

scorer. Sheila Houlihan scored the final
goal of the game.
The Washington College Tournament was played at Mt. Vernon Col-

NCAA

McCarthy

men,

finished their season

Leslie Sklar scored her ninth goal of
the season, making her the team’s high

the

who reached the finals at fifth singles
for Georgetown. “The whole tournament was just terrific,” said Kemper.
Men's coach Bausch also had praise
for this third doubles team of juniors
Nachazel and Mejia. Bausch chose
Mejia for the third doubles team in the
last week of the season because he and
Nachaze] played so well together. “They

title. For the

Mejia and Tom Nachazel reached the
finals in third doubles play before

go to the Southeast Tournament to be

Hoya goalie, Mary

minded,

with

tournament as their goal. Kemper’s
women last year finished 14th at the
national tournament in Greeley, Colorado, and are hoping to improve on
that finish this spring. Her team has
played most of the fall season without
last year’s number two player, junior
Valentina Garcia. Garcia, winner of

the doubles

the

tion, at the Washington College Tour-

offensive

season,

will team up with the much-improved

had

were

Both teams now look to the spring

praised freshman Stephanie Waterman,

Allys Heeg,

with an assist. Generally

finest in the team’s history. In addi-

to work the computer industry leader
after graduation this May. However,
what is on Ed Trujillo's mind right
now is that he close out his career with
two victories, the latter of which would
come on his twenty-second birthday.
Here's to a Happy Birthday.

represented

though

season last week with a 9-4 record, the

House, Congress, and the World Bank

Offices. His determination on the field
has carried over into his business

teaming with Brigid McCarthy to take

Soto, and Jeanne Taylor to play on the
second team. The other fourteen players making up the two teams are from
Trinity College, Gallaudet College, Mt.
Vernon College, and Washington Bible
College. All of the players chosen will

Leslie Sklar with two goals, Robin
Seidman with one goal, and Jo Ames

tough game to St: Joseph's 2-1, two
and a half minutes after the scorekeeper's time had expired. The referee claimed there was atill one minute
left to play.
St. Joseph's started strongly, as forward Lee Palo scored at 10:58 in the
first half on a fast break up the middle.
They kept the pressure on, running
well and playing aggressively for most
of the half. Around the twenty minute

in the midfield. St. Joseph’s captain
Joe Derota ran the Georgetown fullbacks ragged with several excellent
demonstrations of ball-control, but he
was unable to rifle the ball past the
alert Wall.
Then, a strange thing happened.
The scorekeeper and two observers
on the sidelines all had just over nine
minutes left on their watches, but the
referee told them that 11%; minutes
stillremained. Even stranger, the scorekeeper's clock (already readjusted)
showed that time expired as a Hoya
fullback kicked the ball out of bounds.

mark, they came close to scoring twice.

On the ensuing corner kick, Jim Delia

One hard shot rebounded off a crossbar, another was saved in the right
corner of the goalmouth by Hoya

of St. Joe’s headed the ball into the
goal to nail down the 2-1 victory.
Inexplicably, the referee's watch still
showed that one minute remained.
Coach Mike Dillon had harsh words
to say the least for his team after the
game. “They’re a bunch of losers,” he
fumed. “Make sure it’s in capital letters.

by Quin Hillyer
-

Georgetown’s

Staff Writer

soccer

team

lost

a

goalie Don Wall. Then, with four minutes left in the half, Hoya forward

Alfonso Monge fired a bullet which
hooked just a split-second too late,
missing the goal by only a foot.
Georgetown came out smoking in
the second half, with junior Mike Scan-

lon pounding the ball from fifteen
yards out into the upper right corner
of the net. From then on, neither team
dominated as both played aggressively

Put ‘cowards’ down there also. Quote

me!” Those are strange words indeed
for a team which played better than
they had in quite some time. But for
Coach Dillon, the effort wasn’t good
enough.

AA Te

was sacked three times in the first half,

as the Catholic defensive line gave
him little time to throw.
The Georgetown defense came out
smoking in the second half. After recovering a John Valecce fumble at the
Catholic 41, the Hilltoppers drove to

the Catholic 11 before the drive fizzled.
A 28-yard field goal attempt by Erich
Beringer sailed wide to the right, his
first of two missed field goals and one
fateful extra point attempt.
On Catholic’s next possession, Cornerback Mike Hutchison intercepted
a Gallis pass and returned’ it to the
three-yard line. However,

time,

Beringer

connected

on

a

22-yard field goal, narrowing the deficit to 19-12.
Early in the fourth quarter QB Mike
Boland relieved Patenaude, and led
the Hoyas 48 yards in six plays, scoring
on a one-yard sneak. Then disaster
struck. The conversion attempt shanked
to the right, and Catholic held on to its
lead. This turned out to be the key
play of the afternoon. Holder Joel
Greenzaid said, “the snap was a little
low, but the ball was on the tee. I
guess Erich hesitated when he saw the
low snap.”
The Blue and Gray were unable to
seriously threaten again, with a last
ditch pass by Boland intercepted at
the Cardinal 46. Catholic ran out the
clock and escaped with a hard-fought
19-18 victory.
The Georgetown offense managed
only

seven

first

downs,

with

and Alex Poulos turned in solid efforts,

each intercepting two passes. The
defensive line, led by tri-captain Daly,
had another fine afternoon, allowing
Catholic 83 yards rushing on 41 attempts.
The Hoyas cannot expect to defeat
powerhouses St. John’s and Washington and Lee if they continuously fail to
convert turnovers into points. The fine

effort against Gallaudet was followed
by a horrendous showing against Catholic. The Hoyas final home game is
November 13 against Washington and
Lee, (who defeated the Hoyas 43-15
last season)

after

GU
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none

coming through the air. The predictability of the play calling allowed the
Cardinal defense to dominate the game.
The Hoyas ran the ball 14 times on
first down, while throwing four times,
three in the final minutes. Although
the Catholic cornerbacks were playing
eight or nine yards off the line of
scrimmage on first down, the Hoyas
refused to pass the football. A more
balanced mixture of run and pass is
needed to keep the defense guessing,
giving the Hoya offense the advantage.
Georgetown gained 133 total net yards,
an average gain of only 2.25 yards per
play.
Once again the defense performed
well. They forced the Cardinals into
six turnovers, and on five occasions in
the second half gave the ball to the
offense in Cardinal territory. The offense converted the five opportunities .
into only nine points. Mike Hutchison

John’s tomorrow.

en

once again

the Hoyas failed to capitalize on the
generosity of the opposition. After
Trujillo was stopped for no gain, Patenaude was sacked at the Cardinal 12.
This

Foe pce De

is full time

Leslie Berck of Syracuse, 6-2, 7-5, and

HOYA

The field hockey team finished its

of her senior co-

captain. “She’s playing. better tennis
than she ever dreamed she could play.”
Kemper added that she “was really
proud of the way the whole team

Field Hockey Ends With A Flourish, Defeats Washington Bible
by Posie Carpenter
HOYA Staff Writer

hard-

ships have been rewarded this season
by what is up to now an outstanding all
around performance. He has over 400
yards rushing, a twelve yard punt
return average, and has returned
twenty kickoffs for 375 yards and one

Sports Correspondent

cond in the Big East Women’s Tourna-

trouble in defeating Wilson College.
Contributing to the 3-0 victory were

‘all of Trujillo’s

and

with Kosar for a score, giving Catholic
a commanding 19-9 lead at halftime.
The Hoyas managed only seven net
yards in the first half, including zero
net yards rushing. Quarterback D. J.
Patenaude completed one pass in three
attempts, for seven yards. Patenaude

Ye By Sren

career, and Trujillo hopes to continue

during school,

during the summer. He works on sales
presentations, and also aids in the
installation of IBM systems. His area
of responsibility includes the White

Women’s Tennis Finishes Second, Men Sixth

squad in the 20-0 massacre.
The 2nd St. Mary’s squad also clinch-

Law Dogs and rival Law Dawgs have
both held undefeated records long
enough for them to earn playoff spots
without a challenge. Other games
throughout. the week will determine
the final remaining championship
berths.
;
The Turkey Trot deadline for entry
is approaching, so all runners should
register their teams before November
11th to be legal and recognized on the
Great Turkey Day.

own words, “I really had no business
Nonetheless,

The Georgetown tennis teams again
earned mixed reviews this weekend as

including B.M.O. and Meconium. The

week

playing last year.”

honors. in his final season,

HOYA

play, 8th Harbin. Last Hurrah and the
Good Guys managed to make it into
_ the playoffs also, while teams such as
the Leftovers and the P.B.’s couldn’t
come close.
If the Renegades can defeat the
Wolverines, then the Independent Division goes into a three way tie along
with the 69’ers and Hamburger Helper,
each of whom has suffered only a
single loss.
If the Hooters can pull out a victory,
then one of the open leagues may also
find themselves in a three way tie

Trujillo still was not happy with his
playing time.
Junior season was especially tough for
the Hoyas’ handyman, as he tore ligaments in his right knee while playing
baseball. Despite a grueling summer
of workouts, he was unable to reach
full strength during the year. In his

in the first half, Gallis again connected

ce AR

All-Metro

for the future. He has been
as a branch sales assistant for
the past two years. His job
twenty hours of work per

RT

example both on the field and in the
classroom. I'm very proud of him.”
While at Carroll, Trujillo also played
varsity baseball along with football,
was a member of the National Honor
Society, and participated in Student
Council.
After three years of varsity ball,
which included All-Conference and

prepared
working
IBM for
demands

rR

John Federico. Thus, the competitive

major in the Business School, is well

the Hoya 46, Gallis threw a touchdown

pass to wide receiver Mike Kosar. The
conversion gave the Cardinals a 10-9
lead. A safety upped the margin to
12-9. With only two seconds remaining

RT

four

A

past

man, and while he was here he led by

Kathy
Assistant Sports Editor

the

by Bill Latham

Slake's Intramural Report
by Francis Slakey

for

travels

=

under-

field,

x

people filing outof a

off the

years.
As a senior signal caller at local
prep powerhouse Archbishop Carroll,
Trujillo threw for twelve TDs and ran
for seven more, in leading the Lions to
the Washington DC Metro Championship. Said Carroll football coach Mau- rice Collins, “Eddie is a fine young

ma

the

and,
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twice

anything quicker than
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“Have you ever seen

“I made a committment to play four
years of college football. I do it because I love the game.” It is that
attitude which has made Ed Trujillo
one of the Hoyas’ bright spots, both on

to St.

ee

showed

this reporter just how much fun Division III football could be. There were
an estimated 5000 fans in attendance
at the game. Our Homecoming attendance figure was 2216. Georgetown
has

to the

eee

game

and

With two games left, the

Hoyas record is at 4-3. Tomorrow they
face tough St. John’s, and on November
13 return to Kehoe Field to face Washington and Lee. Trujillo: “We can
finish at 6-3 or we could end up at 4-5.
It will all come down to desire. I know
that I am going to try to put my game
together these last two weeks, and I
am sure the team will also.”
No one comes to GU as a prelude to
the NFL, and Trujillo, a Marketing

TPS

Northwestern-0.”

week's

team,

touchdown.

er TY

last

the

Even the basketball team does not
get the support it deserves. Do you
think the people would come out to
see the Hoya five if its record were
7-30? Last season was perfect evidence
of this. When the team lost three
conference games in a row there were
grumblings all over the campus. People
immediately lost their enthusiasm. This
is collegiate athletics. One of the reasons the college games get higher
television ratings is the enthusiasm of
the average college fan, as:compared
to the fan of professional basketball.
There is only one home game left in
the football season. Come out and
show some support for your team.
And yell as loud when the basketball
faces Providence as you undoubtedly
will when they play Virginia.

Yet twenty or thirty thousand fans
would show up every week to watch
their team get massacred. What is the
. reason for the apathy of the student
population at Georgetown?
True, this is Division III football.
However,

university,

students.

with advice from Coach Collins, persuaded Trujillo to come to the Hilltop.
Although he was a quaterback at
Carroll and was recruited as a wide
receiver, Trujillo began his first year
here as a back-up safety. Early in the
season he was shifted to second string
quarterback and saw little action for
the balance of the schedule.
During his sophomore year, the 5°8”,
167 1b., halfback saw increased action
not only in the backfield, but also on
the suicide squads, returning punts
and kickoffs. Even so, the Hoyas had a
solid corps of runners that year, including all time number two rusher

by Lloyd Horwich
HOYA Staff Writer

—

“I-94,

Trujillo: StarOn And off The Field

Georgetown opened the scoring
when defensive lineman Roger Daly
trapped CU Quarterback Tony Gallis
in the endzone for a safety. Ed Trujillo
took the ensuing free kick and weaved
his way 63 yards for a touchdown. The
early 9-0 lead dampened the spirits of
the estimated 5000 attendance, most
of whom were inebriated from Catholic’'s Homecoming Weekend. Unfortunately, the Hoya offense would exhibit little firepower for the remainder
of the afternoon.
The Cardinals cut the deficit to 9-3
on a 42-yard field goal by kicker Jim
Rienzo. Early in the second quarter
“the Red and Black attack” took the
lead for good. After taking the ball on
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It said,

the Catholic University Cardinals, Saturday at Brookland Stadium.
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lost a heart-breaking 19-18 decision to

of people who showed up at the Gallaudet game is an embarrassment: to

Georgetown Football
Game?”

had a winning season?
Northwestern is another example of
students managing to budget their time
in order to support their teams. For
years Northwestern has had one of the
worst football teams in America. Almost every week the Wildcats would
lose by forty or fifty points. A sign
located near the university summed
up the general mood around the cam-

The Hoya football eleven, failing to
capitalize on six Cardinal turnovers,

see the GU-CUA rivalry? The number

the

Sports Editor
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or even

by Jeff Scharpf
HOYA
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time the Owls won the SWC,

There is no reason for the discrepancy
in the two attendance figures.
The fans continuously cheered for
their team throughout the afternoon.
About an hour after the game there
were still about 1000 fans left in the
stands, continuing their celebration.
Have you ever seen anything quicker
than people filing out of a Georgetown
football game? The attendance figure
two weeks ago against Gallaudet was
323. No, there are not any digits
missing. Probably 250 of those were
from Gallaudet. If their fans can travel
crosstown to watch their football team
get routed, then why can’t ours go to
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people at this university cannot afford
to spend five dollars between a ticket
and Metrorail to see their team play.
Very few, I would imagine.
Many people have told me that they
do not have the time to spend an
entire afternoon watching a football
game. “I have too much work to
finish,” they say. Yet three hours rarely
makes or breaks a grade point average.
Rice University is an excellent example
of a group of students who attend an
excellent academic institution yet manage to find some time to support their
football team. And when was the last

graduate population that Catholic has.
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thirty (and that's generous) Georgetown
students at the game. Yes, the game
was crosstown. However, how many

Catholic, 19-18
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Last Saturday afternoon there was a
Georgetown football game played at
Catholic University. The game may be
the most important contest on the
Georgetown schedule. For the students
of Catholic, it is THE GAME. Most
unfortunately, it is readily apparent
that the students at this university do
not feel the same way about their
team.
By my count there were an estimated
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Apathy Reigns Over

